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Unconfirmed
tornados seen
in county

Storm's
damages_
varying

There have been uncornTEM
ed reports of tornados tonclwo
down in Calloway Counts
around 1 p.m. today.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department was dispatching of:.
fleets to ir area near the- Ohl Murray -Paris Road while
another was sited near Ken
tueky 299 and Poor Farm'Road
Unofficial.reports said a.)u"
was struck.
A spokesman for the cleparment said officers were on thenr
way to the scenes at 1 :15.
No further details w.
,t
available at presstirne.

'Orange'
pact said
tentative
By LARRY ELKIN
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - A tentative settlement has been
reached between seven
chemical companies and 15.000
Vietnam veterans in a mammoth 'lawsuit In which the
veterans sought to prove injuries from exposure to Agent
Orange, lawyers for both side'
said today.
The settlement was- reached
,as jury selection was to begin in
U.S. District Court. The-lawyers
said the chemical companies
have agreed to pay $180 million
into special bank accounts for
the plaintiffs.
U.S. District Judge Jack R.
Weinstein has yet to approve the
settlement - but the attorney.s
said that the judge is expected to
appoint two officers to cool'
dinate the payments, which- ar<expected to amount to izzi
million with inter5st:
David Dean, the chief tI
torney for the veterans, -:rii
that any of the veterans who h'•ri
submitted claims will be eligi'd
to receive payments basod
the severity of the indivi,
case. He said that unborn offing of the veterans will alsc
covered.
No information -waS- ire
mediately available as to 1
the payments will be div1,1:',
'
among the seven cheinic -d
companies.
R.W. Charlton, public affii
director for Dow Chemical Co..
one of the defendants, would Tint
comment on specifics of the settlement but confirmed that one,
had been reached. .
Dean said the agreement
came at 4 a.m. today-4.r
lawyers for both sides worked
through the weekend on Weinstein's orders.

WIND AND RAIN
Flooding and high winds
brought a variety of outcomes
to Calloway Countians over the
weekend. (Above) The home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell McCallon,
Kirksey, was damaged when
high winds uprooted a tree
causing it to fall on the rear of
thier home. The McCalions also
reported the loss of several
fruit trees and damage to other
trees. Gary Pharris, a Murray.
State University senior biology
student, took advantage of a
flooded creek bed behhid the
MSU Special Education
building and searched for
invertebrates.
Staff photps by Jennie Gordon
and Charles Honey

Proposed amendment to principal reassignments
being considered by Rose and Calloway Board
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
A revised recommendation for
the reassignment of Calloway
elementary principals has been
proposed, which would return
two of the principals to their
original buildings. The principal
who would be moved, however,
says he would not do so
"willingly.,.
lirSuperintendent Jack Rose
confirmed that the revised
recommendation had been
made for this Thursday's board
meeting, after North Principal
Jim Feltner made public today a
statement questioning the-move.
Under the new recommenda-
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tornado watch
The National Severe
Storms Forecast Center has
issued a tornado watch for
portions of western and middle Tennessee, 28 counties of
west and central Kentucky
and a small portion of
southeastern Missouri from
11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. CDT
Monday.
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tion, Feltner would be made
high school assistant principal,
while East Principal Bob Allen
and Southwest Principal Ray
Dunn would remain at their
schools.
Although Felther said this
morning he would "do my best"
if named assistant principal, in
a statement to his school's faculwant it
ty and staff he wrote:
to be known that I am not willingly leaving North....I feel that
my integrity has - been
questioned."
Feltner said he was informed
of the revised proposal by Rose,
board Chairman Jerry Overbey
and 4ssistant Superintendent

Johnny. Bohannon last Friday,
May 1. Rose confirmed the
discussion had taken place. He
did not' say whether Feltner's
opposition would cause him to
change his.'recommendation for
Thursday night's meeting.
"I very definitely would like to
sit down and talk with Jim again
about his concerns," Rose said
this morning. He said he changed his original recommendation,
which the board acted on April
25, because he felt it "was
disruptive enough of our school
organization and programs that
it deserved reconsideration."
Rose's original recommendation; approved by the board on a
3-2 vote, movefi Allen to the high

school assistant principal's slot
'which had been•vacated by the
resignation of Bill 'Nix. Dunn
was moved to Allen's post at
East and Feltner to Southwest.
Overbey and Charles Reed
voted against the move, while
T.C. Hargrove, Ferrell Miller
and Walter Byars voted in favor.
The board then unanimously
approved hiring North sixthgrade teacher Ronnie Walker as
new North principal.
Since the board's action,
meetings of parents from each
elementary have been herd to
protest the moves. Overbey and
Reed have attended the
(Cont'd on page 2)

Hart drops critical area in candidacy
Hart's state campaign
AUSTIN, Tex. (AP) - In the
30 delegates.
He needs to confront Mondale
manager.
arid, oil-rich country of West
But Hart seemed to be. refusin the union stronghold of Ohio
Industrial, unionized PennTexas and in the booming
ing_tO accept the reality of Monand beat him and do the same in
sylvania, still reeling from the
suburbs of Houston, Gary Hart's
dale's wide lead in the delegate
Indiana and Maryland. impact of the 1982 recession, rate. dream of a western revival of
But in--recent weeks,- -the Hart
was fertile ground-for-Mondale-his presidential-candidacy failed
-The eiiatui zieedsiriurethanstrategy has looked better in the
But Tennessee looked like one of occasional victories: he needs to
a critical test.
telling than in the doing.
those states, conservative and
Those areas should have been
win them all.
lacking strong union organizaHart country. But when Texas
tions, that was made for a Hart
Democrats went to their
comeback.
precinct caucuses, both proved
Of the four states holding
to be Mondale country.
primaries on Tuesday - Ohio,
The strongest signal former
Indiana. Maryland and North
Vice President Waite F.'Mon_Carolina - only North Carolina
dale sent from Texas_ was_ his_
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador said unofficial results might be
looks like fertile ground for (APIHundreds of thousands
ability to outpoll Hart on the
available sometime today, but
Hart.
senator's turf, the region the
of Salvadorans streamed to the
that it would be about a week
But the candidate refused to
Coloradan said would reverse
before the final tally is released.
polls for a runoff presidential
accept that view. He told a news
the' voting patterns of Illinois,
Representatives of both parlargely. free of rebel
election
'conference on Sunday that
New York and Pennsylvania.
ties said returns they had comthe
disruption
of
and
things are moving his way in
The first sign came not from
piled showed, their candidate
bureaucratic bungling that marOhio and Indiana. "We feel good
Texas- but from 'Tennessee
Joult...110,741rIg with 55 percent of the
red_lktftra
4 41 ..L'.
leMert:MonclateisepreTre,AtraleM4--- _..77.4set bath- -.4
,
ndars.runoff matched Jo§e
-pectedly strong victory last
. said.
A survey of voters leasing the
Duarte, a moderate
Napoleon
Texas
' Tuesday.
He brushed off his
polls gave Duarte 54 percent of ,
Christian Democrat, against-- the vote against 48 percent.for
defeat by saying, "The issue is
"Clearly, the Hart campaign
Roberto d'.:Aubuisson, candidate
suffered from a loss of momennot who wins states but who wins
d'Aubuisson. The poll had a.4
turn coming in Out of Penndelegates. Hart claimed Mon- .or the ultra-right Republican . percent margin of. error, said a
Nationalist' Alliance ,
sylvania and out of Tennessee,"
dales net gain from Louslana
sixikesman_forlhe Miami-based
, •
said Rep. Martin Frost, D.Tex..
and Tema-would only.be about.. .. The C'entrai FIlection Council
Spanish International-Network.

From staff, AP reports
Violent thunderstorms marched eastward today from the
Mississippi Valley to the Atlantic shore after producing tornadoes, high winds, hail and
drenching rains that left two
people dead, including a woman
drowned when her car was
swamped in downtown
Nashville, Term.
The sweeping line of thundershowers spun off funnel clouds
that prompted the National
Weather Service to post tornado
watches in Arkansas, Missouri.
Louisiana, Tennessee and
Kentucky.
-A-spokesman for the Kentucky
State. Police post in Mayfield
reports no damage in the area
due to the weekend's violent
weather but local law enforcement officials and citizens
report flooding conditions and
fallen trees.
Callow-ay County Sheriff
David Balentine says there are
several trees across roadways
in the county as the result of
strong winds. He says the county
road department is working to
clear all roadways but urges
motorist to drive with caution.
He also says there are several
roads in the county covered by
water.
Residents in neighboring Marshall County say they saw a funnel cloud Sunday afternoon but
there has been no confirmation
of that report.
"The storm has the strength to
produce tornadoes ... the
forecasters are watching those areas quite closely," weather
service spoltganian Harry Gordon said today.Flash flood warnings were in
effect today in parts of Missouri,
Arkansai, Kentueky, West
Virginia, South Carolina and
Tennessee.
Elsewhere, rain and wet snow
blanketed the northern border of
the Nebraska Panhandle into
southwest South .Dakota, with
snow falling in the.South Dakota
Black Hills.
• The National Guard was activated overnight in Tennessee
in response to flash flooding that
- cloak! U.S. 231 and at least three
other major roadways.
Thunderstorms poured 2% inches of water on Nashville in a
three-hour, period Sunday
afternoon.
Storm-induced flooding Sunday killed 85-year-old Euyla M.
Chrismon, who drowned when
her car was swamped on- U.S. 70
in Nashville. Police found her
bdy in the back seat of her car
after water 5 feet high swept
over vehicles in Nashville.
About 120 miles to the west, a
McKenzie, Term., city em
e
drowned when he fell in rushing
water- while trying .to clear a culvert of debris.
Floyd Lee, 39, was sucked
through the culvert. His brotherin-law, Gordon Beebe, jumped
in to save Le-e and was also
. swept away. Beebe was rescued
and taken to McKenzie Hospital
where he was listed in satisfactory condition with unspecified
Injuries.
-The National Guard remained
on watch in Lebanon, Tenn..
preparing ,to sandbag the town
square if flooding reached
hazardous levels.
Tornadoes touched down Sunday in London and Glasgow.
Ky., blowing the roofs off
buildings and damaging at least
18 businesses and 25 homes, six
extensively. Nine mobile homes
were destroyed. At least eight
people were hurt.

141

Thousands vote in El Salvador
which released the survey based
on interviews with 2,800 voters.
Officials said they had
eliminated many of the snags
which prevented some 200000 of
the eligible 1.8 million voters
from casting ballots in the initial
round March 25. Initial reports
indicated about 1-11 fit
-Milan people voted Sunday, compared
with 1.2*. million in March, officials said.
Leftist rebels staged scattered
'raids but 'stopped ,few people
from voting, authorities said.
—
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- In his Statelhent; Feltner
wrote that teachers had been
•
•
placed in an awkward position:
r-Ir they supported his staying at
North, it-could appear as opposinab to hiring Walker.
1Cont'd from page 11
Mph Naruiey, chairman -of the
meetings, and parents have callparents' committee from North,
ed or written their district board
said the fact that two people
member& who--timed
_ the- ---were-invoived-dixtrnalte -Inutite
changes. A Kentucky Education
awkward for parents to take a
Association staff member has stand: But the parents who have
also attended the meetings.
met to protest the changes solidFeltner met this morning with
ly support Feltner, he said.
his 'school's teaching staff and
"The committee is in support
read his statement questioning of the principals in each of the
the rationalejor the new re,com- . schools," Nanney
cermendation.- He questioned par- tainly disagree with the proticularly a statement he at- cedure that has taken place. If
tributed to Rose, that several
we don't support this principal,
teachers at North had told Rose
who's to say we Would the next
they were glad Feltner was be- one?" Narmey said his commiting transferred; and that tee is trying to set up a meeting
parents had alsa,phoned Rotte- • with. Rose before Thursday's
supporting the move.
board meeting.*
Feltner ;invited teachers to
Rose declined to comment
meet with him personally and specifically on opinions he had
discuss whatever problems they received from teachers and
may have with his administra- parents about Feltner's perfortion;As'of tale Monday morning, lralIc..e... He said he has tried to
no teacher had met with him to listen to parents, teachers, conayd ohnohwaepypeinr press
sr. vw;• cerned citizens, hoard members
hTm, Feltner. said. Other and staff members, and "my
teachers
recommendation was based on
irnifn--4K
- ey felt he was doing -Frying to listen to the entire
a good _job, Feltner said, and community."
parents also showed support at
His original recommendation
----th-e'NOrth elementary meeting.
was meant to "look at what's

Principal
ansendintlits...

_

_

hest-tor the system it the time,
and I think what I recommended
was hest," Hoge said. However,
his "overall concern" with the
protests over the move prompted him to reconsider, he
said. "I tried to filter all that out
and think, 'What's best for the
system,' again.
_ "That doesn'tafcäny -change in this is going to'make
everybody happy," he added.
Rose eraphasized that being.
moved to high school assistant
principal would not be a demotion for an elementary principal.
The _compensation is now cornParable (the board raised the
compensation at the April 25
meeting) and the responsibilities of a high school anistent are as great as those of an
elementary-he explained. That
was one reason he felt a "team approach" could be taken in
moving principals among comparable positions.
Feltner served as high school
assistant-principal before being
hired as North principal seven
years ago.

-

'Murray man strikes
tree with automobile
A Murray man who swerved
to avoid •hitting a deer.Sunday
evening lost control -of his vehi-cle and struck a tree causing his
1979 Chevrolet Suburban to
catch fire.
Stan Meadows, 730 Fairlane
Drive, was not injured in the accident,- according. to -spokesmen for the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
According to reports,
Meadows was traveling south on
Kentucky 280 about eight miles
out of -Murray when a deer ran
into the path of his vehicle. The
sheriff's department spokesman
reports Meadows hit his brakes
and the left one "grabbed' causing him to leave the road.
The vehicle was destroyed-by
fire.

Statiers, Alabama are
top finalists in annual
country music awards
Entertainer Barbara ManNASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP )
drell has been nominated for
— The Statlers with five
three awards: top female
nominations head_ the.,llat
finalists in the 18th annual
vocalist, album of the year
Music City News Awards to
for :"Spun Gold" and country
music television special for
be presented in a syndicated
"Barbara Mandrell: The
television show from the
Lady*Is a Champ."
Grand Ole OprY on June 4.
Her band, the Do-Rites, is a
Alabama, a four-piece
finalist for band of the year.
country-rock band from Fort
Payne, Ala., is close behind. . Five finalists are chosen in
with four norninations: album.
14 categories with winners
of the year. for "The Closer
selected by readers of The
Music City News, a monthly
You Get.:' single of the year •
country music publication in
for "Lady Down on Love,"
Nashyille. The finalists are
top vocal group and band of
'-arinounced in the -June issue
the year.
Of the publication.
The Statlers, a veteran
quartet from Staunton: Va.,
The -awards are the only.
strictly coun-try music•
are finalists for top vocal
group, album of the year for
presentations where the winners are chosen by fans.
'Today,' 'single of the Year
for 'Elizabeth," country
Winners will be announced
in a ceremony at the °pry
music television special of the
which will be televised live to
year and top comedy act.
some portions of the country
Their television special was
"Another. Evening.. with the..
_brOadt.ast on-a. delayed
Stailer Brothers: Heroes,
basis in other areas.
Legends Az.Friends." .

Fire Department
called to incident
The Murray Fire Department
was called to the home of Gene
Barger at 16011 Locust St. Saturday morning to extinguish a firein the laundry room.
The fire reportedly started in
a clothes dryer and was confined
to aportion_of the laundry room
area, according to fire department reports. The incident was
reported at-959

Rainey Apperson,
Murray Ledger and Times
column writer (above) performs the threeminute step test while Chock Wynn, owner of
Dakota Feed and Grain rehearses the arm hang
test
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

National Fitness Program

Tr-v-1-7 fr._

NOW OPEN
Hillmark Jewelers & Dist.
Catalog Showroom's
Concept Of Doing Business
Will Save You Money
We Offer 20 To 50% Off Suggested Retail Prices On Name Brand
Merchandise Year Round, Our Catalog Will Feature 6000 Name
Brand Items, ?52 Pages Of Quality MerchandiSe, Our Jewelry
Dept. Offers The Largest Selection Of Fine Quality Jewelry In
The Tri-State Area. We Offer A Complete Jewelry Service Shop
Which Specializies In All Types Of Jewelry Repair As Well As
Custom Designing. Bring In Your Old Gold & Diamonds And We
Will Design A Modern Piece Of Jewelry You Will Enjoy Wearing
Again. We Pledge To Our Customers WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD We Will BEAT ANY Competitor's Price On The Same Item
In Our Stock, We Promise Quality And Service At The Best Possible Price. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Sincerely,

Qcs-i4(.4.;k2

President
Hillmark Catalog Showroom's

HILL ARK
THE PLACE YOU GO
TO SAVE ON BRANDS YOU KNOW

JEWELERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
426 BROADWAY STREET, PADUCAH, KY 42001
502-442-9333
314 MAIN STREET, MIUIBAY, KY 42071
502483-7111
Open From 9 A.M. To 5 P.M.-Mon.-Thurs.
VISA
Fri.-9-8, Set. 9-5

NATIONAL FITNESS TESTING - The National Fitness Test will he given to
interested persons this week at Murray Middle School. The test. sponsored 14
.the Health Promotions Department of Murray Calloway County Hospital, is a five part test designed for adults
i8 and ovt.r in
average physical condition. It will measure a participant's fIexibilit, muscular
fitness and cardiorespiratory 'fitness, Murrity_Middle School is one of throe testing
sites- in Kentucky. Persons
planning to take the 20 minute test need to wear comfortable clothing. Times
-for the test are Tues• day. May 8. and Thursday. May 10,from 4 p.m. until 6 p:m. and Saturday,
May 12 from 9 a.m, until
1:30 p.m. Demonstrating the activities to be tested are (from ton) 4ohn
Hine, principal of Murray
• Middle School, doing ptish•upti: Ric1( Fisher, Murray Middle School teacher
and coach,assisted by
Kathy Newton, health promotions director at Murray Calloway County Hospital,
practicing curlups; and Louella Smotherman,Fisher-Price industrial nurse, shoaing the sit
and reach exercise.
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s.c. van curon

Public is demanding further improv

Hospitals exist because we need them. They
are created to serve the residents of the community in which they are located. They belong to
everyone. Our hospitals are among our most
valued community resources. They are there to
serve us when we need them, with the most advanced technical equipment and skilled,
dedicated personnel.
But hospitals have something more. They have
people who are the Caring Kind — individuals _
who bring a personal commitment to their work
every day of the year; a commitment to serve
the human needs of each of us.
This week from May 6 through May 12 is National Hospital Week. It is a week set aside each
year to acknowledge the contributions made to
our welfare by our nation's hospital einployeee.
The theme for National Hospital Week '84 is
"We're the Caring Kind." It aptly describes the
employees and volunteers who serve in our
hospitals.
During National Hospital Week, it is hoped
that this theme will be expanded to include
everyone in Murray and Calloway County. Each
resident benefits from our hospital's existence.
Each citizen of the community is urged to take
advantage of National Hospital Week and
become involved with our local hospital as a
volunteer or as a concerned citizen. Your
hospital has a wide variety of activities from
which you can choose.
This week, let's all resolve to become one of
the Caring Kind — and commit ourselves for
throughout the year.

While some legislation for improvement of education in Kentucky was passed by the 1984
General Assembly, probably the
most important result is the continuing and increased interest from
the public demanding further
Improvements.
Many educational reforms have
been proposed' and several considered by the legislature special
interests were successful in
defeating some.
The Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence is continuing
its mission to collect a consensus
on a plan to recommend to the 1986
General Assembly.
Edward F. Prichard Jr. is inviting educators "to share with us
your individual ideas and suggestions for improving Kentucky
education."
Specifically Prichard, asked in a
letter to the editors, for the
educator's views on:
— The Purpose of schools.

— Teacher and staff career
development and financial
compensations.
7 Desirable working conditions.
— Certification and teacher
education.
— Continuing education and
service education
— Teac
nd administrator
evaluation and accountability.
The 1984 legislature considered
several of these and passed some
relating to the classroom teachers,
but when it came to requiring
testing and accountability for administrators, objections began to
fly and little if none got seriously
considered.
A bill finally passed requiring
school board members to have a
high school education or its
equivalent. One failed that would
prohibit the hiring of relatives of
school board members.
If teachers are to be required to
take refresher courses in a continuing education program, what is

,

business mirror
WASHINGTON (AP) — On
Aprilr9, lawyer Jacob A. Stein
called reporters to his office to
get the, biographies of three.
assistants he had hired. —This
will be my last press release,"
he said.
It was a mundane announcement, but it spoke volumes. And
it must have caused some
gnashing of teeth in the White
House.
Any doubt about what kind of
investigation Stein intended 'to
run vanished with his luring of
David T. Austern, Richard L.
Belzer and George T. Frampton
as his deputies. A week earlier,
Stein had been selected by a
panel of three judges as the
special prosecutor who this summer will investigate the affairs
of Edwin A. Meese III.
Meese's nomination by President Reagan to be attorney
general has been)put on hold
while Stein investigates whether

Proving the theory
Three months ago, the Texas Board of Education voted to allow high schools to use biology textbooks that made no mention of Charles Darwin's
theory of evolution.
Recently. as though trying to prove conclusively that mankind is still evolving, the same board
not only reversed that cretinous decision, it also
eliminated a 10-year-old rule requiring Texas texts
to describe evolution as "only one of several"
competing theories about the origin of than; On the
list of alternative theories sought by some board
members was creationism, a,theory‘based on
religion, not science.
Educators throughout the nation were worried
about the impact of the earlier ruling because
Texas is the nation's largest single customer for
textbooks. Thus, publishers are naturally reluctant to print texts that don't meet the board's standards, no matter how backward those requirements may be. After the latest decision, the
nation's educators could relax on this point.
Much of the credit for the board's quick about- face belongs to Texas Attorney General Jim Mat- tox. who told board members the earlier requirement was unconstitutional and said he would not
defend them against expected lawsuits challenging it. Faced with that bleak prospect, the board
decided it would rather switch than fight.
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mike feinsilber
Meese got government jobs for
friends who helped him financially, was involved in the
transfer of political documents
-from Jimmy Carter's campaign
to Reagan's in 1980 and got
special treatment in his Army
Reserves promotion. Stein will
also look into Meese's failure tO
list an interest-free loan on his
financial disclosure form.
The appointments by Stein
showed that he meant business.
He is highly regarded in legal
circles, but he'd never held a
political job, never been a prosecutor and was so Apolitical
that he had never even voted in
an election. ,He lived in the
District of Columbia before its
residents had been given tlae
right to vote in elections, he explained, and "I guess I never
developed the habit."
Austern and Beizer are
former government prosecutors. Frampton spent two

letters to the editor

Writer liked Forrester's review
To The Editor,
I am very disappointed that you
have discontinued Kent Forrester's weekly movie review.
This column served well to warn
me away from dull and offensive
movies and to draw my attention to
shows that I might find entertaining. Most of all, however, the
reviews -,themselves gave me a
small bit of quality entertainment
to look forward to each week. They
were well written, and I enjoyed
the author's sense of humor. I
never started one of these reviews

that I did not continue reading to
the end. I cannot say that of
another column in the Ledger or,
as I think of it, of any column in
another paper. Usually I would actually end up rereading some funny
line in Dr. Forrester's review and
sharing it with my husband if he
had not already pointed It out to
me.
I won't be able to open my Monday evening Ledger as eagerly
now.
Sincerely.
Pepi Lovell

years as an assistant special
Watergate prosecutor.
'Austern was an assistant
district attorney in New York City, for three years; handling
organized crime and official corruption investigations. He worked in Washington as an assistant
prosecutor specializing in fraud
Investigations.
Beizer was chief of the fraud
division in the U.S. attorney's office in Washington, supervising
the prosecution of economic
crime cases.
Frampton is best known as the
author of a memo to special
Watergate prosecutor Leon
Jaworski, urging Jaworski to
seek the indictment and the prosecution of Richard M. Nixon,
following his resignation from
the presidency but before his
successor. Gerald Ford, pardoned Nixon.
With the investigation of
Meese likely to be concluded
before the nation votes in
November, Stein. Frampton and
Co. are likely to be in a position
to affect Reagan's Election Day
fortunes.
A report clearing Meese -could
help Reagan; a report recommending prosecution of Meese
or condemning him could be
most damaging.
No one knows that better than
the people working for Reagan's
election. They must be rereading that 10-year-old Frampton memo-- and what itimplies_
about his attitudes — with
concern.
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wro
with asking principals and
supe tendents to have a similar
pr
am in their fields since there
e changes with time?
One of the greatest improvements for the education
system in the state would be to get
loCal school districts out of politics,
or at least prohibit superintendents
from building political dynasties.
Prichard is fully familiar with this
subject and knows the pitfalls.
Petty favoritism has been practiced by principals and
superintendents since the inception
of schools. This is one of the big
barriers against teacher evaluation. It's not evaluation within
itself, but who is to do the
evaluating that 'concerns the
classroom teachers. If teachers
are to be evaluated, why not
administrators?
As a newsman for 42 years in
Kentucky, I have fought the battle
of ,education with persistence and
determination and have witnessed

•

The power of the modern media in America is
measured in megatons. So, with all of the attention focused on Three Mile Island, there was a
blockbuster of horror and concern, despite the fact
that no injury occurred and only, a microscopic
amount of radiation escal4d. Now, five years
later, the reverberations of that billionliollar
catastrophe still are shaking the nuclear power
industry.
.
How striking,'then, is the relative lack of concern about an accident in Mexico which has
released far more radioactivity, injured an
unknown number of persons and caused a serious
threat to the health of many more, both in Mexico and in the United States_
The reason must be that it was the potential for
frightening danger at Three Mile Island that caused the towering concern. There was talk of a
nuclear meltdown and "The China Syndrome."
But, in truth, there was no actual damage outside
the nuclear reactor.• On the other hand, radiation from cobalt pellets
stolen from a Juarez hospital was spread across
two -countries. Four workers at a junkyard suffered high doses of radiatton, and at least a dozen
-persons received enough radiation for them to fear
an increased risk of cancer. We have learned that
more than a hundred buildings in Mexicali alone
will have to be torn down because traces of the
radioactive cobalt contaminated steel reinforcing
rods used in the buildings. Contaminated steel is
suspected at nearly a thousand other Mexican
building sites and was shipped to construction projects in Arizona. California. Colorado, New Mexico. Texas. Missouri and Illionis.

•

ents in education
many • improvements that took
years to accomplish. But the job
isn't done.
I have seen KEA controlled by
superintendents and then the shift
to classroom teachers, and now the
public is demanding
improvements.

-

Public interest
the best omen
in years. For too long parents have
used the schools as baby sitters,
and turned the life guidance of
their offspring to the schools while
complaining of costs.
It's time now to get rid of some of
the extra curricular activities and
reduce the importance of sports in
favor of advancement of
knowledge.
There are too many ex coaches
as principals and superintendents
who have been favored by school
boards. The opportunity is here to
be heard. Untie the Prichard Commission, P.O. pox 1658, Lexington,
40592,

looking back

The great Mexican
cobalt accident
•••••:.
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Red Cross fund drive successful

ftcsimicr
OWLY
DREN•41
WAEN
tie
SLEEPS

Bank for sponsoring the kick-off
To The Editor,
breakfast and the Ledger and
For any community project to be
Times Who gave us publicity.
a suceess, it takes the efforts of
We would like to conclude with a
many of the citizens. This has been
special- saldte to the Red Cross
true for the annual Bed Cross fund
Board and to Peggy Billington, the
drive.
_ _ _
_
e5-CeCtitive—direetar
this worthy
We would like to take this oppor- --organization.
tunity to,publicly thank all of those
Sincerely.
who made this drive a success. We
Bonnie Jones
thank the many volunteers 'who
Don Jones
gave of their time; we thank
1608 Keeniand
espetially the many generous ron.
Murray, Ky. 42071
tributors. We thank the Peoples

at

Ten years ago
The three new elementary
schools in Calloway County will be
ready for occupancy by the fall of
1974. Named as principals are Bob
Allen for East, Roy Cothran for
Southwest and Johnny Bohannon
for North. Howard Crittenden is
principal and James Feltner is
assistant principal at Calloway
High.
Wayne Williams. associate professor of educational services at
Murray State University, has been
elected president of the campus
organization of Kentucky. Education Association. Other officers include Dr. Yancey Watkins, Venona
Rogers and Doris K. Mouser.
Charles and Eleie Thurman won
honors at the Mid United States
Tournament of Ballroom Dancing
at Cincinnati, Ohio, May 3-5.
Births reported include twin girls
to Mr. and Mrs. Wally Higdon on
May 2.
The Calloway. County 4-H Club
Rally was held May 4 at Kirksey
Elementary Schtkil.
Twenty years ago
Stanley Jewell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Floy H. Jewell and
salutatorian of the Murray High
School Senior Class, has received
an appointment to the U.S. Naval
Academy at Annapolis, Md.
Elected as principals of
Calloway County Schools were
William B. Miller. Calloway High;
Charlie Lassiter, Almo; Franklin
Jones, Faxon; Tommy Rushing.
Hazel; M.B. Rogers, Kirksey;
Raymond Story, Lynn Grove: Otis
Lovins, New Concord.
Recent births retorted at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Max Boyd and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Austin.
Mrs. R.A. Myers has returned
home after spending two months
with her son, Boyd Myers and
family of Ventura, Calif.
The Women's Auxiliary of St.
John's Episcopal Church met at
the home of Mrs. Bennie George.
Thirty years ago
The people of Murray and
Calloway County donated 165 pints
of blood at the Red Cross Bloodmobile here. yesterday, aapording
to Waylon Rayburn, chairman of
the drive here.
Tickets for the Sixth Annual
North-South All-Star Basketball
Game on Saturday. June 12, featuring the top graduating high school
seniors of,the nation, are now on
sale, according to George Hart -and
Preston Ordway, ticket sales
chairmen.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. C.L. Crock, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Sirls and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Carlton
Moody.
The Latin'Club of Murry High
School held a banquet on April 26 at
the school. It featured complete
Roman style including the food. In
"charge were Frank Millet. Wanda'
Outland and Rosemary Jones with
Miss Lorene Swann as sponsor: •

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
o the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not
published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Editors-reserve-the-right tcrrorr-dense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
' Times, Box 1040, Murray. Ky.
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Couple to be, wed 60 years May 10

Free checks Wednesday

All artists, beginning with high school art
students, who plan to enter the contest, sponsored by,,the Murray Art Guild, must have then
framed and ready to hand by Wednesday, May 9,
and delivered to the guild headquarters, 103
' North Sixth St., between the hours of 11 a.m. and
4 p.m. The work submitted must be in black and
white, in any media but photography, no larger
than 18" x 24" and must depict a scene or landmark of Calloway County.
-Prizes awarded will be: First, $125; second,
$75; third, $50. Ribbons for honorable mentions
also will be awarded. The work will be judged
and prizes awarded before the celebration of
Founders' Day on Saturday. May 12. (The actual
anniversary date is May 7). The public is urged
to attend the celebration on Saturday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Nlray Ledger & Times

Calti )1

Free blood pressure checks for senior citizens
will be given Wednesday, May 9, from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. Annette
Burham is director of Hazel Senior Citizens
Group. Lunch will be served at noon.

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Matheny, Rt. 1,
Murray, will observe
their 60th wedding anniversary on Thursday,
a
May 10.
No formal celebration
is planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Simmons, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
They were married
are the parents of a daughter, Ashley Ann,
May 10, 1924, by the late
weighing 10 pounds 14 ounces, measuring 22 inRev. W.G. Blakely at
ches, born on Thursday, April 26, at Murray.
her parents' home in
Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the
Trigg County.
former Sandra Pigg. The father is self employed
Mr. and Mrs.
at S. & N. Welding and Machine Shop, Mayfield.
Matheny resided in
Grandparents,are Mrs. Judy Hamilton and the
Trigg County until 1944
late Kenneth Simmons. Rt. 5. Mayfield, Don
when they moved to
Pigg of Murray and Mrs. Laura Pigg of
Calloway County.
Mayfield. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Hallie
He is a farmer. They
Willitms, Murray. Mrs. Robbie Pigg, Farmare members of
ington, Mrs. Mildred Scarbrough, Hazel, and Mr.
Westside Baptist
and Mrs. Harry Crummell, Mayfield.
Group B of I -q_rlfPs Tennis of.Murray Country
Church.
Club will play Wednesday. May 9. at 9 a.m. at the
Mrs. Matheny, the
.club. The lineup wIl be as follows: Court One —
former Susie Smith, is
Kathy Kopperud, Dianne Buckingham, Kay Ray
the daughter of the late
Dr. and Mrs. Robert F. Alsup, Jr., of Edmond,
and Gayle Foster; Court Two — Vickie Jones,
William Hatton (WH)
Okla., are the parents of a son, Robert Franklin
Renee Wynn, Emily Miller and Marilyn GerSmith and Lindsey Ann
III, weighing eight pounds 5% ounces', born on
mann ; Court'Three — Cecilia Brock, Annette
Smith of Trigg County.
Tuesday, March 20. The father is an assistant
Alexander. Cathy Mattis and Alice Rouse; Court
Mr. Matheny is the
professor in the Industrial Education DepartFour — Cindy Dunn, Carol Waller, Vicky Holton
son of the late Bailey
ment, Central State University, Edmond. Grand- and Ann Uddberg. In case of rain play will be
Matheny and Nannie
parents are Mrs. Fern Alsup and the late br.
cancelled.
Roberts Matheny.
robert F. Alsup of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
They have one son,
Robert Guthrie of Burgin.
Howard Matheny and
his wife, Martha, and
Joanna Gibbs was named to the honor roll for
two grandchildren,
the fifth six weeks at Calloway County Middle
Kelvin and Meta
School. Her name was inadvertently omitted in
-Matheny, all of Rt. 1,
WASHINGTON (AP) business owners, with 65 Murray.
the list submitted for publication,
— Women are buying percent of independents
franchises in greater failing in the first five
DaVid
numbers than ever years, and only 5 per:Ur. and Mrs. Raymond Alatilcm .
before, reports the cent of franchises failDavid L. Cooper. son of Gary and Geneva
Department of Com- ing in any year, figures
Cooper, 502 Whitnell, Murray, is one of 33 Air
merce, which says the from the Small Business
Force ROTC cadets at,Southern Illinois Univertrend is sparked by Administration show.
sity, Carbondale, Ill., who received special
women who want to
awards for academic achievement, leadership
Monday, May 7
Tuesday, May 8
Monday, May 7
- Tuesday. May
Fast-growing service
and military performance during the school
start businesses of their
Murray -Calloway meet at 4 p.m. in Comattract
that
franchises
year. Cooper, a junior in the School of Technical
own with minimized
Woman's Club House.
Parents Anonymous
County Community/ munity Room, North
women include exercise
risk.
Careers, received the General Dynamics Air
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
————
Chorus
present
will
a Branch, Peoples Bank.
The success rate for salons, real estate ofForce ROTC Cadet ,Award for outstanding ofSenior citizens ac- For informatioh call
.special program and
franchises is higher ficeS and temporary
ficer potential.
tivities will be at 9:30 762-2504, 753-4126,
Reservations for a.m. at Dexter Center; 753-8987 Or 762-2667.
than ffsv• inficarsondAnt employment services. sing-along at 7:30 p.m.
at Playhouse in Murray- ladies day luntheon on
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
————
Calloway County Park. Wednesday at ,Murray
Hazel and Douglas
A Social Security
————
Country Club should be Centers; from 10 a.m.
to Representative will be
Murray ,Woman's made by today with
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
at Robert 0. Miller
Club will hold a general Brenda Marquardt or
Delyght Humphries notes.
Court-tic:I—use Annex from
opened her home for the
Sherrie Paschall read meeting at 6:45 p.m. at Jeanetta Williams.
CARDS
Murray Star Chapter 10 a.m to noon.
house.
club
meeting
of the South the special newsletter
————
Special Thoughts Of Love Her Heart
No. 433 Order of the
—— ——
————
Pleasant Grove on "Kinds of Cheese and
Groups of First Bap- Eastern Star will meet
Will Always Treasure
Wednesday, May 9
Murray-Calloway tist Church Women will
Homemakers held Serving Tips." Justine
at 7:30 -p.m. at lodge
Koinonia
Free blood pressure
Wednesday, April 11.
Story gave the devotion. County Camera Club meet as follows: Lottie hall.
checks for senior
"Create A Space For
ttetreshments were will meet at 7 p.m. in Moon with Roberta
Christian Gifts & Books
— ' —
citizens will be given
Outdoor Living" was served by Mrs. Hum- Annex of Calloway Ward at 7 p.m. and
Groups
CWF of
1600 Dodson 753 2769 '
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m:at
the lesson presented by ph r ie s and Clovis Public Library.
Kathleen
Jones
with
First
Christian Church
ll heti uv 111111i 10 Nhart.pur heart and (;41.% late- 11
Donna Jackson who also Brown.
Moela Smith at 7:15 will meet' as follows: I Hazel Center.
Murray
gave the landscape
Lodge No. 105 p.m.
Also present were
with Mrs. Frank
Douglas and Hazel
Clara Brandon, Delpha Free and Accepted
Holcomb at 10 a.m.; II
Centers will be open
Taylor, Hilda Orr, Bren- Masons will meet at 7:30
at church parlor at 2
Tuesday, May 8
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Sale Ends May 15th
da Erwin, Freda Hum- p.m. at lodge hall.
p.m.: III with Helen
Homemakers
clubs
for activities by senior
————
phreys, Clovis Jones,
will meet as follows: Campbell at 7:30 p.m.
citizens.
Alcohol
ics
Estelle Gooch, Clara
————
Paris Road at 11:30 a.m.
————
Jean Paschall,luta Hut- Anonymous and AlBaptist Women of
Homemakers Clubs
Anon will meet at 8 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade and Westside
son and Beauton Hart.
Baptist
New Providence at I
will meet as follows:
The club will meet at First Christian
Church will meet at 7
p.m. with Lisa Spann.
Pottertown at 10 a.nvat
Church,
Benton.
Wednesday, May 9, at 10
p.m. at church.
Colonial House.; South
———
a.m. at Uncle Willie's on
.Murray TOPS take
- Pleasant Grove at 10
Murray-Calloway
Highway '641- South to
•
Young
Baptist
Women
form carpools to go to County Heart Unit, Ken- off pounds sensibly ) of Westside: Baptist a.m. at Uncle Willie's to
will
Club
meet
p.m.
at
7
go to Grand Rivers;
tucky
Affiliate,
will
Grand Rivers for lunch.
Church will meet at 7
at Health Center.
Harris Grove at 1 p.m.
p.m. with ava Watkins.
————
at Ellis Center; New
————
Baptist Women of
Concord and Pacers,
Circles of First United
Northside Baptist
places not announced.
Church will meet ,at 7 Methodist Church
————
p.m. with Retta Women- will meet as
Murray Bass Club will
follows: Alice Waters
Balentine.
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
-with Iva Alford. Bessie,
————
Sirloin Stockade.
Women's Guild of, St. Tucker with Lois Sparks
————
Leo's Catholic Church and Maryleona_ Frost
Artists with entries
with Joan Mischke, all
will meet at 1 p.m.
Touch-Tronic* 2005
for Murray Art Guild
at 9:30 a.m., and Faith
memory machine
-— — —
contest should have
25 stitches are preprogrammed tc
Awards banquet Doran at church at 2 them frame-d, ready to
p.m.
sew the optimum length and width
(potluck) for Calloway
hang and delivered to
• Wind-in-place bobbin • Solid state
————
County High School
the guild between 11
Fashion klate Zig-Zag
snood control,
Mothers
Morning Out
Band will be at 6:30 p.m.
a.m. and 4 p.m.
Machine Model 247
in cafeteria of high will be at 9 a.m. at First
Now Only
Front drop-in bobbin • Extra-wide
United
Methodist
school.
zig-zag • Sews buttonholes, elastic
Ladies day events at
Liiut
and stretch fabrics
————
Murray Country Club
Murray Lions Club is
will be golf and bridge
Groups of First Bap- at
Now Only
scheduled to meet at
9:30 a.m. and lun6:30 p.m. at Murray tist Church Women will cheon at noon.
meet as follows: I with
————
Mrs. Jessie Smith at 9
Circles of First United
a.m.; Rebecca Whit- Methodist Church
taker with Mrs. Maude Women will meet as
90 Days
Jones at 2 p.m.
follows: Ruth Wilson
Whot on
Same As Cash
with Joyce Fortin at
Institution'
Alcoholics 6:30 p.m.; Hannah with
McCalls•Simpiltity
Anonymous will meet at Marcia Hendren and
8 p.m. in west side of Wesleyan with Clara
Livestock and Exposi- Humphrey at 7:30 p.m.
tion Center. '
————
————
Ladies day events at
Romancing
Murray Christian Oaks Country Club will
The STONE
Women's Club will have be bridge with Maxa
a prayer coffee from Read as hostess and golf
Above Include Slaw, Hushpuppies, Potato.
9:30 to 11 a.m. at home with Jennifer Crouse as
central
center
7
3-3314
Salad Bar 99C With Dinner
of Mrs. Ron Greene.
hostess at 9:30 a.m.
————

Ashley Ann Simmons born

-Tennis play Wednesclav-

Robert F. Alsup III born

EL:

.loalind Gibbs omitted

Women buying more

C()oper gets ivi-arcl

Community events listed

zec-

Lessons given for club

ethers Day

-DePflfr,
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HAPPY,HAPPY
OVIOTHER'S DAY
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$58600

$ 800

Patterns /
1
2 Price •Butterick•Vogue
Zippers /
1 2 Price Entire Stock
Thread .1,4 Price
Entire Stock Draperies
Antique Satins•Shears•Casements

Coupon
Scissors Sharpened

FREE
With Coupon

Void After
May 15

Register For A Free Gift!
pm

{4ET
rc T
l
SINGER
PRODUCTS

/
1
2 Order
$359
Fish Fillets
'All You Can Eat'
Fish Fillets
$499
Steak & Shrimp
Dinner

$599

A 5 Oz. Steak With 10 Gulf Shrimp
Served With House Salad, Roll, Potato

•

-.).--APPR5vEtrNOEPE

MONDAY-THURSDAY
SPECIALS

Country Dinner
Plate

$359

Restaurant

753,5321
We Repair All Makes Sewing Mcitines
Visa-Master Card

Highway 441 North
753-4141

Calloway High School
elects cheerleaders

Cheerleaders for the 1984-85 school year have
been elected at Calloway County High SChool.
Girls' Varsity will be Keni Atkins, Dana Cunningham, Connie Manning, Amy Miller, Lori
Roberts, Stacy Taylor, Stacy Woods and
Stephanie Wuest.
Boys' Varsity will be Caroline Coirley. Vicki
.:Edwards, Delrrurra-Gariam-Marei Marine, Amy
Pyle, Lee Ann Rayburn, Lisa Robinson and Pam
ar) Ivor freventurf_
Torsak.
GKLYSloIF
nor /FUND Of
Freshman will be Mary Bray, Shannon Contri,'
T NUM
non Of OH 4/1
Reshana Darnell; Regina Hicks, Kerni McCuiston, Dena Thompson, Robyn Westerman
and Lork Wilson.
chestnut et. 753-3314
741, .1 lo
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Prepare for Iriplit shift dining with Cajun Chicken ' Rice ('reole.

Most families face at least one
night a week when everyone is
eating on a different schedule.
Plan for that night.
Prepare one large quantity
recipe and freeze half in single
servings. Freezing in portions
rather than in one large
casserole shortens reheating
time and cuts down on waste. It
also allows you to reheat only as
many servings as needed.
Cajun Chicken 'N Rice Creole
lends itself perfectly to this style
of split shift dining. Broiled
chicken parts, uncooked rice,
and creole sauce are baked just
until the chicken and rice absorb
the creole flavor.
A family of four can enjoy this
dinner on the night it is

Murray Kiwanis Club
banquet Wednesday.
"Challenging the top
ten 1984 graduates of
both Murray and

Eugene V. Petrik
Calloway County High
Schools" will be Dr.
Eugene V, Petrik..

Hospital census &tea
Census at MurrayCalloway' Codnty
Hospital for Tuesday,
May 1, was 118 adults
and three in nursery.
Newborn' admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Horinek,
parents, Paula and Urban, 1509 Beckett.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Bonnie L. Hutchens
and baby girl., Rt. 7;
Donnie Scott HOlIand,
801 North 18th St.; Miss
Zanya A. HOpkins, F-2
Southside Manor;
Amir H. LaHotty,

Riviera Cts. 21-A; Mrs.
Gretchen'Colson, Rt.- 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Deborah
F. Ahart, Rt. 1, Almo;•
Kevin M. Ford, Rt. 1,
Owensboro;

% cup vegetable oil
1% cups uncooked rice
2 cans (16 oz. each) whole
tomatoes
% cup tomato sauce or juice
1 cup green pepper strips,
% inches long
1 cup sliced celery
1 teaspoon salt
% teaspoon thyme leaves
14 teaspoon black pepper
% teaspoon cayenne pepper
1 bay leaf, broken in half
Place chicken, skin side down,
on Reynolds Wrap-lined broiler
pan. Sprinkle with paprika and
garlic powder. Place 6 inches
from heat source and broil 15'to
20 minutes on-eath side or until
cooked. Remove from oven.
Decrease oven temperature to
350 degree fahrenheit.
While chicken is cooking,
saute onion and garlic in
vegetable oil in a large skillet or
Dutch oven. Push onion and
garlic to one side. Add rice and
stir-fry 2 to 3 minutes over
medium-high heat.
Add tomatoes, gently breaking them up with back of spoon,
tomato sauce, green pepper,
celery, salt, thyme, black pepper, cayenne pepper and bay
leaf. Rring to a boil - sinimpr

Ladies day events will
be Wednesday, May 9,
at the Murray Country
Club.

LOG CABIN GIVEN AWAY — The MurrayCalloway County Jaycees and Jayceettes recently held a drawing for a handmade log cabin
donated by C.B.(Brown) Martin at the Billy Ray
Travis Country Music Benefit Show. Winner' of
the log cabin was Aaron Colson, right, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Colson, Rt, 2,'Har-el. With Colson are Brad Belcher and Teresa Woods of the
-Jaycees and Jayceettes.

Bridge
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Lochie
Hart a,the hostess.
Luncheon
A luncheon will be
served at noon with
Brenda Marquardt and
Jeanetta Williams -as
chairmen. Reservations
should be made by today (Monday).
Other hostesses will
be Dianne Buckingham,
Terri Burke, Donna
Carr, Billie Carroll, Gail
Childress, Martha Cook,
Cheryl Crouch, Cindy
Dyer, Wanda Dick, Gela
Ellis, Anna Ruth Harris

and Ann Doran.
Golf
Golf will start at 9:30
a.m. with a shot gun tee
off, according to Faira
Alexander, golf hostess
for the day.
Any one not listed in
the lineup may come
and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as
follows:
No. lA — Betty
Lowry, Veneka Sexton,
Toni Hopson and Evelyn
Jones;
No. 1B — Janet
Wallis, Debbie Jones,
Donna Tate and Mug
Rigsby;
No. 2 — Betty Jo Purdom, Mary Bogard,
Frances Hulse and
Jerlene Sullivan;
No.3 — Judy Latimer,

minutes. Remove bay leaf.
Spoon rice and tomato mixture into a roaster/baker pan
(113i"x 9%" x 2). Arrange cooked
,chicken thighs, skin side up,
along sides of pan; place
drumsticks in a row down center
'of pan. Cover pan tightly with
Reynolds Wrap aluminum foil;
place on supporting pan. Bake 50
minutes or until chicken and
rice are tender. For 4 servings,
plate 4 cups rice and 8 chicken
pieces on serving platter.
Makes: 8 servings.
*To Freeze 4 Individual
Servings:
Tear off four 14-inch Squares
of Heavy Duty RexriOlds Wrap,.
Place 1 cup rice mixture.and 2
chicken pieces on center of each
square. Bring 4 corners of foil up
together in a pyramid Shape.
Fold edges together in a series
of locked fold9, pressiug ag out.
Mold tightly against food.
Label, date and freeze on a
baking sheet. When frozen,
remove baking sheet.
To serve, preheat oven to 425
degrees fahrenheit. Place frozen
bundle on baking sheet. Bake 45
minutes or until heated through.

•

Mother.lackson gets new car

Sue Brown, Diane
Villanova and Margaret
Shuffett;
No. 4A — Pam MaVity, Madelyn Lamb,
Cathryn Garrott and
Sue Costello;
No. 4B — LaVerne
Ryan, Frances Parker
and Pat Claypool;
No. 5 = Virginia
Schwettman, Polly
Seale, Edith Garrison
and Nancy Haverstock;
No. 6A — Mary F.
Bell, Rettecca Irvan,
Louise Lamb .
and Norma Frank;
No. 6B — Mary Bell
Overbey, Frances
Richey and Jennie
Hutson;
No. 7 — Jane Fitch,_
Martha Sue Ryan,
Elizabeth Slusmever

Harris Grove Homemakers Club members
make 12 'cabbage patch' dolls at ntheting

The president,
Members of the Harris Grove Homemakers Elizabeth Parks, presidClub met on Wednes- ed. Margaret Taylor
dayApril 11, at Country gave the devotion.
Reports were given by
Crossroads at Hardin.
A lesson on "Origin of Anna Lou Jones,
Kentucky Music" was secretary, and Kathrine
presented by Margaret Ray, treasurer. The
club voted to send a
Taylor.
trude White, visitors.
Gene Wrather told of child to Fun Camp June
The May meeting will different kinds of cheese 22 to 24.
Another meeting was
be at Sirloin Stockade.
and serving tips.
held March 21 at Ellis
Center. Twel- ve
members made "cabHOMemakers bage patch" dolls with
Maxine Nance and
Two lessons were Kinds of Cheesees."
Eleanor D'Angelo as
presented at the
"Focus On Folk instructors.
meeting of the PotterSongs" was a program
town Homemakers Club given
by Louise Short
on Wednesday, April 11,
and Lurine Cooper. Kenat 10 a.m. at the Coldnial tucky songs were
sung
House Smorgasbord.
with Mrs. Short playing
Christine Collins the
piano and Mrs.
presented a lesson on Cooper
the guitar.
"Pruning Shrubs and
Games were directed
Trees" and Eloise King,
by Dorothy Simon.
a lesson on "Different"
Bobbie Cook presided
with reports being given
by Lavine Carte and
Mary Moore.
Also present were Iva
Alford, Mary Gertzen,
Lottie Hurt, Lois Smith
and Shirley Werts.
Crr.
The club will meet
A sheet of fabric sof- Wednesday, May 9, at 10
tener in the wastebasket
a.m. at the Colonial
helps give a room a nice
soft smell in a hurry. House.

Paris Rcmcl Homemakers
meet at Dollie Kiser home

Dottie Kiser opened
Mrs. Bernice L. her home for the April
Morgan. 1511 Kirkwood; meeting of the Paris
James H. Nesbitt, Rt. 1; Road Homemakers
Mrs. Mary L. Rowe, Rt. Club. Faustine Walker,
1. Kirksey; Mrs. Mary president, presided.
A lesson on "Create A
.E. Wilkerson, Rt. 1,
Space For Outdoor LivDexter;
ing" was presented by
Elzo Brent Erwin, Rt. Virginia Duke.
7; Mrs. Onie M.
Alice Steely read a letCleaver, Box 165, Mur- ter on t!Kinds of Cheese
ray; • Miss Loretta A. and Serving Tips."
Dowdy, Rt. 3, Mayfield.
The devotion on "Joy
In Christian Life" with
scripture from Matthew
BEVERLY HILLS, eluding ''all the 25:21 was presented by
Calif. (AP) — "You children, the father, Joe Marie Wyatt.
could feel the love in Jackson, the grandTopsy Brandon conthat room," as rock children," said Frank ducted the recreation.
superstar Michael Rogers, Cramer's Each one wore a special
Jackson gave his manager, who also hat for a' —fun hat
mother, Katherine, .a attended.
red Rolls-Royce with a
Refreshments were
Cramer, known for his
white ribbon on it for
'served
by Mrs. Kiser.'
style,
her birthday, pianist "slip-note" piano
Also present were
with
rehearsed
he
said
Floyd Cramer said.
Margaret Roach, Mary
Jackson about
Cramer flew in from Michael
Gee, Charlene Curd,
parthe
before
hour
Nashville tolierform at an
r Della Taylor and Mattie
played one
the surprise party ty. Cramer
Buster, members;
"Last
hits,
biggest
Saturday at the request of his
Maude Grogan and GerDate," and did a duet
of Jackson,
"For
Jackson
on
"About three weeks with
ago, Michael called me the Good Times."
up to say that they were
"Everything you read
planning this surprise
in all the publications
party for their mother, about the closeness of
and that I was her
that family is true," he
favorite recording arsaid."You could feel the
tist," Cramer said Sunlove in that room," he
day in Los Angeles.
said.
About 50 people were
How old is Mrs.
at the "very private
Jackson, herself a
family affair," at the
former singer? No one
Bistro Garden, in was saying.

Lessons gil-en at fleeting
of Pottertown

(

YOU
CAN
DO IT
TOO!
We are pleased to announce teat Shelia
Emmert bride-elect of Fred Loden, has
selected her pottery, flatware and accessories. Shelia and Fred will be married
.June 2.

T1i-Slii4case

Koinonia
Christian
Gifts & Books
1600 Dodson
753-2769

•Estee Lauder
•NN hite
Shoulders
By
an
*Ralph Lauren
*Charles of the
Ritz
•Germain
Monteil

All Pants 20% off

ri",1
..111 wis
G.
',hoK,
pills, tad thets. Wreight
Watchers. TOPS. ecru
name It After all that. I silk
rAetgheri I',et 270111,unds
t' Of
At thc right is .1 plt
Mt' Mt.
t' I started the
Diet Center
Later both mc htishand
arid darrelli'l 'it''d
and .15 tarr4,

.1

All Ultima Cosmetics
and Fragrances
/
1 2price

'-'

I LOST 132POUNDS

•

My husband lost 60 pounds
And my daughter lost
.
19 pounds

Hwy. 641 N. the Village
Mon.-Fri. 7 6.m.-12:30
2:30-5:30 Sat. 10-12
753-0020

121 ltv.Pais

9f The Past And The
Expectations Of The Future

Fragrances
For Mother's 1331

before I heard about
Diet Center!

44.11b, to.

and Ethlene McCallo-n;
No. 8A — Billie
Cahoon, Peggy
Shoemaker, Freda Steely and Ve Severns;
No. 8B — LaRue
Williams, Dorothy
Overbey and Eddie Mae
Outland;
No. 9 — Chris
Graham, Rowena
Cullom, Barbara Stacey
ahd Euldene Robinson.
Betty Lowry, hostess
for golf play on Wednesday, May 2, announced
that ladies day golf was
cantered because of
rain.

Expressing The Achievements

About 35 dolls are being made by Margaret
Taylor, Eleanor
Cavanaugh, Elizabeth
Parks,- Katherine _ Ray,
Grace James, Gene
Wrather, Hattie Lee
Galloway, Anna Lou
Jones, Evelyn Dixon
and Lena Jones.
Pictures were made
of the finished dolls.
Elizabeth gave the landscape notes.
The club will meet
Wednesday, May 9, at 1
p.m. at Ellis Center with
Joyce Fortin and Lena
Jones as hostesses.

Overweight?
,.So was I, but that was

7534641
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Bridge, luncheon, golf planned Wednesday
by the women of the Murray Country Club

Dr. Petrik will speak
to the honor graduates
at the Murray Kiwanis
Club sponsored dinner
on Wednesday, May 9,
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Petrik is president of
Bellarmine College, an
independent private college in Louisville. He is
active in many facets of
community life and
government in
Louisville.
Awards will be
presented to the top
students and to h
teacher from each high
school whom these
students consider to
have helped them
achieve their goals.
Parents of the
honorees and school officials also will be present to honor these
students.

prepared. Then extra servings
can be frozen for heat-as-you-eat
meals.
To simplify the initial large
batch cooking, use an aluminum
foil ware roaster/baker pan.
This disposable pan cuts, down
on the number of after dinner
dishes to clean and holds a
larger quantity of food than the
typical casserole dish.
Cajun Chicken 'N
Rice Creole
8 chicken legs
8 chicken thighs
Paprika
Garlic Powder
1% cups finely chopped
onion .
2 cloves garlic, finely
chopped
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Spring music concert to be held

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Label
4 On the lett
side
9 Fur scarf
12 Seem**
13 Caravansary
14 R11#411 island
IS
norther

3 African
antelope
4 On.the ocean
5 Made
flawless

6 Owner a risk

Answer to Previous Puzzle
P A L
I. I. A
L ENT

P A T
U I. N A
R
AIN EON
F A ST
P
A
E S

abbr
A
7 w!.
R4918 Ste*mates
sex
9 Flying
A
U E
17 Cuddle up
mamnpal
A
A T E
19 Hilt of a
10 Lubricate
0
sword
11 Devoured
A
E R
21 Compass
16 Article
ROW
EWEITONE,
point
18 Bog
ESNEI
EM I T
22 Footwear
20 Sailor C0110C)
TEES
SOS
REDS
25 Organ of
22 Strikes
"
hearing
23 Hostelry
27 Name fcr
20 River in
35 Fragment
50 RIVer fl
• Athena
Siberia
39 Negative
Scotland
31 Tennis stroke 26 Responses
40 Bow
51 Torrid
32 Screeching
28 Chinese
41 Note of scale 52 Before
34 Near
distance
44 French for
54 Tibetan
35 Vessel
measure
summer
gazelle
36 High
29 Go in
46 DrV
55 Night bird
. mountain
30Cince-monz 48 Geenc
56 Openwork
37 Symbol for
32 Drunkard'
49 Priests
fabric
tantalum
33 Beverage
vestment
59 Running
38 ContVition
2 3
4
6 7
41 Hawaiian
10 11
wreath
12
42 Wild plum
5
43 Speck
17
44 Merit
21
45 Symbol for
calcium
25
47 Food
program.
27
49 Stick to
13
37
53 A state

.

•

113

A Spring Concert
featuring the Murray
Middle School 6th Grade
Band, Murray High
School Jazz Band, and
the Murray High School
- Concert Band wilt be
presented tonight at
7:30 P.M. in the Murray
High School
Gymnasium.
,
The bands will be
directed by Paul
Blackburn and Gary
Mullins with John Colter, senior music education major at Murray
State University, guest
conducting.
The 6th Grade Band
will perform four works
for band. "Krazy
Klock" by James
Ployhar will feature the
percussion section:

'Theme from Bratims'
Symphony" is an adaptation of thematic
material from Johannes
Brahma' Symphony No.
1 originally written for
symphonic orchestra:
"V lye la Compagnie" is
based on the traditional
French song of the same
name and was arranged
for band by Andrew
Balent. "Eye of the
Tiger" is the popular
theme song to the movie
Rocky III.
The Murray High Jazz
Band will play an uptempo version of the
"Theme from the Flintstones" with solos by
Lynne Koenecke and
Brian Fish. "Lucky
Southern" is a latin jazz
numblr. written by

pianist Keith Jarrett
and will feature trumpet
player Brian Fish and
tenor saxophonist Kelly
Bolls. Lead alto saxophonist Lynne
Kbene-cke will be
featured on the ballad
jazz standard by Earle
Hagen, "Harlem
Nocturne."
The Murray High
School Concert Band
will perform four
numbers including "Appalachian Sketches" an
original work for school
concert bands by James
Curnow."Sketches" is a
composite of music
from the Appalachian
region including the folk
tunes "Sourwood Mountain," "Black is the Color Of My True Love's

p

--

57- Ston-of- • zodiac
58 Presses
60- Be in debt
61 Wager
62 Thick
63 in music. high
DOWN --.
1 Playing card
2 Exist

3e
2
45
53
57

60

61

63

NO SPLINTERS, PLEASE — Keith Farless, a
junior at Murray State University, operates a
belt sander recently in the industrial education
building workshop at MSU. Farless, whose
hometown is Murray, is majoring in draft
design.
(Photo by Angela Winstead)

Fraues Drake
FOR TUESDAY,MAY 8,1984
What kind el day wifi tomorrow be? To find out what (be
stars say, read lbe forecast
givesfor your birth sign.

ARIES
(Mar.21tri Apr. 19) er#4
1
It would be a shame to spoil
a good time by arguing about
money. Find less costly ways
to have fun. Use creativity.
TAURUS
Apr.28 to May 281
Family members could get
on your nerves. You need to
arrange for some privacy.
Anger will undermine powers
of concentration.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune20)
Don't make financial
The concert is free agreements now. A work
and the public is cordial- situation upsets you. Talking
thir.gs over with a friend
ly invited to attend.
clarifies thoughts.
CANCER
i June 21 toJuly221 N5P VILIPP
Though new career
developments bring financial
peace of mind, you may still
find yourself in a money
dispute with others.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Don't gloss over,details on
the job. Downplay ego for best
results today. Turn your attention to cultural endeavors.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) "PLIA.
You may be agitated about
problems. No sense fretting,
though. Count to 10 and then
apply yourself to serious
thinking.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 2,2)
A partner proves to be your
best adviser. A touchy situation with a friend needs to be
discUssed with a non-involved
party.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Instead of worrying about
recognition, attend to the job
at hand. Progress is assured if
you control your temperament.
SAGITTARIUS
;,/044;}
Nov.22 to Dec.21) "
It's a poor'time to seek advice, especially about financial interests. Intellectual pursuits give you pleasure. Enjoy
children's company.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) 10
A relative is your best bet
for a loan or financial backing.
You're inclined be gullible
now. Be shrewd if shopping.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 20 toFeb.18)
A partner will see your point
of view, providing you don't
lose your cool. Do more thinking and less pushing careerwise.
PISCES
(Feb. 19to Mar.20) X
Friends are a distracting influence. Do your own tasks efficiently and don't worry
about the other fellow. Mind
your business.'

a

33
%
to
50
%
off
Cozy savings on blankets and throws.

•

Hair," and "Camptovm
Races." John Coller will
conduct "Sinatra inConcert" which is a collection of songs made
famous by singer Frank
Sinatra including "New
York, New York." "The
Lady Is A Tramp," and
"My Way." "Little
English Girl" by Delle
Cese and "Exaltation"
by James Swearingen
will also be performed
and ar..e the two
numbers that the band
will perform for the first
Kentucky Music
Educators Association
State Concert Festival
to be held in Lexington.

Your Individual
Horoscope

YOU BORN TODAY are
charismatic and happiest
when you have work you like
to do. You have administrative talents and are at
home in the world of high
finance and business. You do
not like to be interfered with
and are often-- stubborn.
Sometimes, you're attracted
to the business side of art,
though you may well have artistic talents yourself. You're
good at raising money for
causes. Real estate is another
_possible vocation.

Sale 13.99 twin
Vellux • blanket
Orig. $21. velvety soft blanket of
double-layer nylon pile bonded to
polyurethane foam In pale camel,
true blue or tight wine
Full size. Ong $27 Sale 17.99
Queen size. Orig $34 Sale 21.99

-

01

114KC FER DAY SPCCVIL

Sale 9.99 twin
Thermal blanket

UNABLE®

Orig. $17. Year round blanket of
thermal-weave acrylic with satiny
nylon binding Choose pale ocean
or champagne color
Full size. Ong $20 Sale 11.99
- -Queen srze -Ortg $24 Sale 15.99

STRAPLESS BRAS
Stay-put, Seam-free, Lot 882

Strictly Perswzal:

Sale 8.99 twin
Soft sheet blanket

REG. 4.59
SPECIAL. . .

-

MOTHER
Select from
pretty
Solid
Color

NYLON GOWNS

Sale 1999

Especially for Mom. . .
select her favorite style
- and length from our
.collection of pretty
colors!

Velour throw
Orig. $40.- Cuddly throw you can
use as a blanket or wall hanging
Acrylic cotton velour with extrahigh pile In a.choice of animal
print motif'. 60x80
Where percentage off represents
.
savings on original prices. intermediate
markdowns may have been taken.
Sale prices effective through Saturday.

TEE
TOPS

'6

REG.
12.99

;EtvL$14 I I.99

*lieStar

LADIES' SKIRTS

"Movie Star"

SLIPS

REG.I

0 99
g
..
Mother's Day
Special

REG. 8.99

6

qt‘ Sun-Treads" . PLAY SHOES
for Spring & Summer
lp R1E
9.9
6.9 $

f
in
"Movie Star"

COOKER & CANNER SET

W '

*Pressure
Control
Cawing
Capacity
•10 pts. or
7 qts.

Won't cling, creep or crawl,
lavish with le. . .
man9 with Shadow panel
tailoring.,

SPECIAL

•

REG. 6.00

•
-;
'416L4...1±:"enney Company -inc

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray,,Kentucky
•

V

52a88

$50
-

A-.

"Movie Star" PANTIES II,
R
1.69
TO 1.99

2

f°r $36

R14
E.9
G.9 S

for MOM. . .12 qt. "Mirror" Pressure

HALF SLIPS

MesrMiCsIs<1

I 5.

I2

my

.rtear

11
't

Anti-cling Nylon
Tricot. . . many
with shadow panel
Dainty Lac Trim

"Jr

CPenney,

31,

Poly-Cotton Pull-on
*Green with whale
embroidery. . .
•Khaki with horse
embroidery, SiM/1.

LINGERIE

VISA'

4

with Trim & Embroidery
to match skirts

Give MOM a gift she'll love

3CIAvinney

4.

FOR--

Orig. $16. Lightweight sheet
blanket of wolen acrylic/polyester
eSolid colOrs with patterned border
Full size. Ong $19 Sale 10.99
Queen size. Ong $23 Sale 14.99

NS
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,
Hospital
participates in national observance
By Abigail
Van Buren

Mother's Young Lover
Is One Son Too Many
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 29-year-old
divorced mother of two boys. I own
my own home and am presently
involved with a 20-year-old man.
We've been living,together for two
years. It was my idea that he move
in. He wanted to marry me, but I
hesitated because of one failed
marriage.
He's very intelligent, responsible
for his age and is great with my
kids, but he shows his immaturity
by constantly flirting and collecting
girls' phone numbers.
Last week I wasn't feeling very
well so I came home early. I let
myself in,and when I went into our
bedroom I found him in bed with a
young girl. (Roth our pictures had
been turned facedown on the
dresser!) The girl said she was sorry
—she didn't know he was"married"
and she had just met him an hour
ago! I told him to pack his clothes
and get out.
He's been gone a week and wants
to come back. This is not the first
time something like this has happened. He lies and can't be trusted.
Do you think the difference in our
ages has anything to do with this? I
miss him. Should I take him back?
_
• He's good in bed.
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED:He should
be good in bed. He's probably
had a lot of practice. I think the
difference in your ages has a lot
to do with it. He's still a little
boy who needs mothering. You
need a man, not another son.
Don't let him come back. He's
using fou.
**
DEAR ABBY: I'm a -33-year-old
single woman who has chosen. to
remain childless even if I decide to
marry.

Needless to say, many people
(including my mom) make me feel
guilty about my decision. They say
that one day when I'm old and
alone. I will regret not having
children and grandchildren.
Sorry, I just can't buy that line of
thinking. How can I shut people up
when they start harping on this

subject? It's beginning to get on my
nerves.
NO KIDS,THANK YOU
DEAR NO KIDS: First, nobody can make you feel guilty. If
you feel guilty, it's because you
choose to. You can't shut people
up, but you can abruptly change
the subject,tune the bores out or
absent yourself from their company.

Tne staff at Murray- people who "indeed, are Center at Murray State Direct
or of Nursing more than 1,500 test
CalloWay Cou n ty the caring kind," says University. Sixty-eight
Bonna Pierce, Chief sites across the country.
Stuart
Poston
Hospital will be joining
, the employees, a „record Radiolo
'
gy Technologist
MCCH will be one of
health care- personnel hospital's administrator number, will be honored Terry
Tatlock and other only three such test
for
the
past
country
all across the
the_
li_yearS. _
:
for seis.tk-e -ranging heads of _departments .center
s in Kentucky:— -iohir Hospital from five to 30
the week of May-6-12 for
years. will be doing the cooking
The
test, according to
Week,
—N
t
s
traditio
the
nal obserpointed This will be 27 more for
the hospital's annual Kathy Newton, director
vance of.'National out, coincides with May than were honored
at Pancake Breakfast for of health promotions, is
1 2 , Florence last year's
fictspital Week.
dinner.
employees. Those work- a simple five-point test
The observance is Nightingale's birthday.
Anna
Tex - Todd. ing the-3-ton p.m. shift measuring
a particisponsored by the That day has been set R.N., the clinic
al will be dinner guests in
sctu
'ls
ar
flfeitxhiesed
b jiltpa ahy.
American Hospital aside to honor the many manager cff the
the evening,
muscul
ar
contrib
Association each year to
utions of the na- hospital's surgic
al
Thursday, the cardiorespiratory
focus public attention on tion's hospitals since suites, will be honored
Hospital's Auxiliary will fitness.
1921.
The observance in recognition of
the many services the
her 30 hold its annual meeting
Community residents
local hospital provides lias been a highlight of years with the hospital
. and volunteer awards are invited to take the
the
year for the National Seven will be
to its community every
honored luncheon at 11:30 a.m. test Tuesday and ThursHospital Association for. 15 years
day.
of service.- in thsi
gf_Natipliat Hoqpitni
and
-its inemberi for the --16-fdr-10-years
-This- yearJs —theme,
.1 he First Baptist Week from 4 to 6 p.m.
"We're the Caring past three decades.
five years
Church.
and on Saturday, May
A number of special
Kind," reflects the
0 n Tuesday.
Periodically. 12. from 9a.m. until 1:30
hospital's employees as activities have been representatives of
the throughout the week, p.m. at the Murray Midspecial people whose Planned at the Murray local news media will
be doctors, administrators die School gymnasium
work requires an hospital to celebrate the guests of the hospital
at and key staff members on Main Street. ,
unusual, dedicated_ observance.locally.
- a special appreciation
"Wil be -glielta
- According to Mrs.
eelal
At
7. pt.m
t 7
awareness of theneed of
he. hospital'sMonday, luncheon hosted by
progra
ms
over
Newton
radio
. a participant
others. It reaffirms that May
Poston.
stations WNBS and WS- needs'to allot 20 minutes
the _local _hospital is a sixth annual employees'
_Wednesday morning. to..explain--some el for-the test,-have properplace where people in
awards
hea
lw
d
en
din erdinrnreis
r Poston, Personnel the proced
ures, ac- clothing such as a warll be held
need can find skilled will
Director Bill Halford, tivities and services
of mup suit and tennis
the hospital.
shoes and be in good
•
Also throughout the health. A $2 testing fee
week and in conjunction will be charged to cover
with the, observance, the cost of _materials
Murray .ancl Callow•_ay _provided - by the _
('0 n tians will have .an tional, Fitness__FoundaBuoyed by a late ney Co. said April sales
million from $678
Easter season, com- Were up 27.6 •percent in
opportunity ‘to take the tion, which is sponsormillion, its highest monpared to a year ago the quarter, to $865
National Fitness Test, ing the program jointly
thly climb in 20 years.
when the holiday fell in
which will be offered at with the hospital.
March, major retailers
today reported substantial April sales gains._ _
Sears,.
Industry leader
Roebuck & Co. said
April sales were up 9.8
percent to a record $1.96
_billion from $1.78 billion.
Major appliances and
apparel were among the
volume leaders,
reported chairman Edward Telling.
No. 2 K mart Corp.
said April sales were 9.6,
percent above April
1983, to $1.53 billion
from $1.39 billion. Discounting the_ effect of
newly opened stores,
same-store sales were I
up 8 percent.
Chairman Bernard
Fauber said apparel
sales led the results, up
25.3 percent over.a year
ago.
No. 3-ranked J.C. Pen-

•

•

*•*

•

DEAR ABBY: "Mrs. D.,bertyvile, Ill.," wrote:"I've enjoyed your
column for many years. It Was so
witty, with just the right answers to
some very real problems. Will you
please return to those days and skip
all the lectures and sermons you've
•
been running of late?'Also, please
let the Food and Drug Administration buy space in the newspapers
and medical journals to warn people
about combining drugs with certain
foods."
Abby,I think Mrs. D.is out of line.
Be that as it may, when Fiorello La
Guardia was mayor of New York
City, he hung above his desk at City
Hall this pronouncement by Abraham Lincoln:
"If I were to try to read, much less
answer, all the attacks made on me,
this shop might as well be closed for
any other business. I do the very
best I know how—the very best I
can, and I mean to keep doing so
until the end. If the end brings me
out all right, what is said against
me won't amount to anything:If the
end brings me out wrong, 10 angels
swearing I was right would make no
difference."
ARTHUR H. PRINCE
*4*

(Do you wish you had more'
friends? Get Abby's booklet,
"How to Be Popular—You're
Never Too Young or Too Old."
Send your name and address
clearly printed with a check or
money order for $2.50 (this
includes postage) to: Abby,
Popularity, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)

tor.
•

•

Late Easter puts retail figures in double
digits for '84 season, officials report

Our $15,000,000
Luggage Sale

tie

WELCOME WAGON WANTS TO VISIT YOU
-engaged÷flew parent? Motiec17 1-cf like ro visit you
I'll bring useful gifts, information and cards you can redeerr
for more. gifts at" local FU-Sine-Sses. All free to you
Kathryn Outland
Hostess
753-3079
Ingeborg King Asst.
492-8348
We car arrange
to get together
in your home

Save 50%

Verdi. nylon luggage
Now $15 to 69.99

for a brief \!..sit

9iFicome
Pictured above is Bear, the 1st prize ($75
value), donated by The Green Door for use by
the
Humane Society during their Walk for Kindness
In the old city park. Second prize is an 8x10 color
portrait of the winner's pet donated by Artcraf
t
Photography ($25 value) and 3rd prize is a threelayer checkerboard cake donated by
The
Panhandler ($15 value). Margaret Trevathan
(right) and Emma Sue Hutson (left) are
honorary co-chairman of the event. Vair Booth
(seated with Bear) is a member of PAWS (Pets
are Wonderful Society).

•
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When you're sick or hurt,you
deserve some old-fashioned
persona.attention...
Check with State Farm for a health insurance program
that's just right for you.
Jane Rogers
733-9627
201 S. 6th

Humane Society to celebrate
'Be Kind
to Animals Week'
0

st,

The Humane Society
of Calloway County will
celebrate 'Be Kind to
Animals Week' this
week by sponsoring its
First Walk for Kindness. This walkathon
will be held on Saturday, May -12, from .8
a0n. until noon at the
Murray-Calloway County Park (Old City Park)
between Chestnut and
Payne Stfeets. In the
event of rain, the
walkathon will be held
on May 19. Anyone who
has at least one pledge
on an official pledge
sheet is eligible to enter,
and there is no entry
fee. There will be
valuable prizes for the
winners, as well. Pledge
sheets will be available
at the Calloway County
Public Library, at The

-." .
t.".....4.."••fl"••';•• •

„

Now 69.99 set
.
• Three-piece nesting set of lightweight
nylon luggage. Accented with scuff-resistant nylon trim
Unstructured styling for flelibledackind
Pieces also sold separately
Ong
Now
Tote
530 15.00
Weekender
$54 22.49
26" pullman
$65 32.50

"ATI •••••

(So

Panhandler, at the
Animal Shelter, and at
area schools.

esa •
Personal Health Insurance
the State Farm

Like a good
neighbor.

State Farm Is there.
4.
••••• •0— V.A•a. 4.70.
,,
poe "Kuranre

The Society hopes for
a very good turnout at
the walkathon. Many
people do not realize
that the Humane Society must pay for all dog
and cat food used at the
shelter in addition to all
medications, cleaning'
supplies, bedding,
weekend help and in-

a
•••

cidentals. These costs
amount to over $10,000 a
year and do not include
the costs of other services offered by the
Society to the community. Therefore, major
fund-raising events like
the upcoming
walkathon are extremely important," stated
Kathy Cohen.

Save'50%

Samsonite - vinyl luggage
Now 37.50 to '50

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th.
-they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference. Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their
peg
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for
you and
your carrier.
So...psying by mail sit simple way to avoid
caught without the right change and you getting
avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing*
Film Processing

'Samsonite'
,vinyl softsiders pack plenty with room to spare'
Wheels ind pull straps on pullman cases. Fashioned-with
European-style contrasting ribbed trim. Pieces nest for storage
Now
Carry-on weekender bag
3.7.50
26" pullman with pullstrap and wheels
47.50
28" pullman with pullstraplind wheels
50.00
• Foldin0 garment bag- •
' 47.50

p.
OC Prttrot,
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118 South 12st St. 753-0035
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Caring for abused family members priority
for Human Resources Departments in state
When a baby or small resolving a single incichild in Calloway Coun- dent in the life of a perty is beaten or seriously son referred to our ofneglected, authorities fice," he said. In every
move to enforce child case, we attempt to link
abuse. laws -and to pro- the individual with
tect the young victims available services that
who are unable to pro- can help that person retect themselves.
main independent. It is
But what about abus- not our intent to protect
ed adults who can't fend people by imposing
for themselves — elder- some highly restrictive
ly people, the adults service. Instead, we
with disabilties, the look for options such as
abused spouses? These the in-home and home
citizens also have a law health services
and agencies to protect available across Kenthem. According to tucky. We want to avoid
Cabinet for Human. a continuation of the
Resources Secretary Al abusive situation and at
Austin, the Deprtment the same time maintain
for Social Services of- the client's
fice in Calloway County independence."
can provide help
Last year 4,939'cases
through its Mutt Pro- of suspected adult abuse
tective Services or neglect were referred
workers.
to the Department for
"Simply put, that's Social Services for intheir mandate:
" said vestig-ation and
Austin, "to investigate assistance. At least 38 of
alleged abuse or those cases involved
neglect, to assist adults citizens of Calloway
in Kentucky who need County.
protection and to help
Richard Newman,
those citizens find the manager of the Adult
support necessary to Protective Services
avoid the same kind of Branch in Frankfort,
abuse in the future."'
said most of the KenStephen Joe Bradley. tucky's adult abuse or
Social Services Field Of- neglect cases fall into
fice Supervisor for. four categories: selfCalloway County. neglect, mental or
agrees. "Our adult pro- zhysical abuse,
tection workers are caretaker neglect and
dedicated beyond exploitation.

•-•

"Self-neglect is pro- cial assets," he said. .
The failure of an inrdost
frustrating situation of stitution or individual to
all," said Newman, provide the proper
"Most of these cases in- assistance to a depenvolve adults who are old dent adult constitutes
or disabled and have dif- caretaker. neglect. The
ficulty functioning On Institution could be a
their own. Often they nursing home, a family
don't realize they can care home, a provider of
benefit from some out- in-home services or any
side assistance — other agency responsiassistance that won't ble for providing
deprive them of their in- specific services.
Exploitation is the
dependence or dignity.
Many elderly people misuse of an inhave never needed dividual's government
government help and benefit funds by another
-look upon our social person_or agency. This
workers as though we're category includes
trying to interfere with misappropriation of)
their right to live as they unemployment benefits,
choose. It's almost social security checks
always a very sensitive or other government
situation until we can assistance funds.
Newman said the first
show that all we want to
do is help them help step in all cases referred to Adult Protective
themselves."
Services is - to set up
Almost as challenging direct contact between
to deal with, according the staff and the afJOB CORPS — Governor Martha.Layne Collins signed a• proclamation declaring May 1984 as Job
to Newman, are the fected individual. Corps Month in Kentucky.
cases of physical and "When appropriate, we
The proclamation recognizes the 42,000 young men and women learning vocational skills in Job Corps
attempt
to put
thecorn.___market
vic- Centersvii
mental abuse, "Approx. inn
in touch
_with
thern
otuugfikoyu4 the United States and its effectiveness in preparing these students for the job
imatey half -of these
teads-the nattorrtn-the-mumber•oteenters as welt as total enrollment.
_
cases involve spouse triunity services that- --Th-e-Earle U. Clements Job Corps Center is the hugest in the nation with over 2,800 students.
can
help
prevent future
abuse. However, we
Pi-CtUred with Governor Martha Layne Collins, signing the proclamation in Frankfort, is Center
also see numerous in- abuse, neglect or ex- Director Gerald Oettle, Jack Carson, Glenn Cox, and State Representative Sam McElroy. .
cidents of family ploitation," he said.
Calloway Countians
members who take out
their frustrations on can help adults who
older relatives. And, need assistance by coneorrre cases involve tacting the Department
harassment of older fai- for Social Services and
ly members for finan- its Adult Phatective Ser• vices workers. "In
cases of child abuse, the
problems may come to
the attention of a
••••''
teacher or a physician,
who sees that help is obtained," said Stephen
Joe Bradley. "That's
not as common with
adults. We, need the
assistance of anyone —
4
,
friends, neighbors,
/to
;
medical professionals —
•
who suspect an inVocAlik
dividual's health or
'44141P.
welfare may be in
46
jeopardy."
He added. "Many
abused adults don't
know they can get help
and still live their own
INDUSTRIAL ART AWARDS — Mike Kondratko, left, and Carl Keesler,
lives. Our job is to promiddle, eighth graders at Murray Middle School, won first place awards in
tect people, sometimes
the rocket and carbon dioxide model ear categories of the Industry and
from themselves, but
Technology show at Murray State University on Wednesday, May 2. Murray • most often from others
PRESIDENT GREETS NEW MEMBERS — Dr.Irma Collins (center), president of the Murray State
Middle School also won first place overall in level I industrial arts. At right
who would take advanUniversitychepter etPhi Delta Kappa professional education fraternity, greets two new membersiit a
is tes,cher Dan Blankenship
tate of ttiepi,"
tneeting-ort-the-eampus-April 28.-They are-Debbie Tidweitof-PuitonCounty and Bitl Writs; principal of
Murray High School. Ms. Collins is a member of the music faculty at Murray State.

•

•••••••Nis
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Tune in to Lifetime for Informathon's Asthma and
Allergies—the latest edition of the live, call-in cable TV program._
The most comprehensive TV report ever produced on the
subject, this important eight-hour special features experts and
celebrities to help you understand what causes there respiratory
conditions, and how you can learn to control them.
A panel of doctors will be standing by to-answer your
call-in questions.

•-

nformathon"takes an in-ctepth 8 hour look at

Asthma and Allergies
Call in your questions during the program
toll-free 800-828-LIFE.
Monday, May 7 at 6 p.m. on channel 23
Lifetime
Bol Air
Shopping Center

EA1B
ipmEnle"''"CE
VLSI N
*MURRAY

What are your dreams for relaxation and asy living? A swimming

I...
ncoln
Federal can_poke these dreams and others a reality- Our consumer lq rates
are the lowest they've been in 18 months. Talk to any member of our aff. They
ca-n help you decide which loan plan will fit your.needs. In most cases you can
have your loan approved within 24 hours. Now is the time to realize your
dreams through Lincoln Federal — Your Full-Service Loan Center.
atr-conditioning ..a new den, a family room or a consolidation loan.

•••

41

syslk

LINCOLN ESIK
FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

lame lam

Cm.

Timr lamp Mose•MUM

Murray 7594234
formerly Security Federal
--:-Mayfield 247-2616-

- 753-5005.

Lexington-233-2167
LoGronge-582-330t. —
Owensboro 926-4020 Louisville 582-3301,
Radcliff 351-1314
Other areas in Kentucky,Toll Free 1-800-292-4561
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with our
Low-Cost Loans
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Mosquito control association formed

41.

Marray Ledger & Times

A Kentucky Mosquito
Control Association was
formed recently to coordinate statewide mosquito control efforts. It
will include representatives from the Ken-

tucky Department of
Agriculture, the University of Kentucky, city
and county governments
and health departments.
"Since the Department of Agriculture is so

involved with mosquitc
Boswell said that other more clout and enables
control across the state, states which have form- us to communicate with
we are very glad to see ed such orgainizations each other much better
such an organiztion have seen vastly improv- than before," Boswell
come into being," said ed mosquito control.
said. "The group will
Agriculture Commis"A statewide organiza- form an advisory comsioner David E. Boswell. tion like this gives us mittee which will pro-

Grade, yield purchases questioned
WASHINGTON (AP)
- A new report by the
Agriculture Department raises some
critical questions about
the growing practice of
meat packers buying
hogs from farmers on a
"grade and yield"
basis.
Under grade-and yield, a producer is paid
a premium( if the
slaughtered carcasses
are judged to be higher
in quality than a base
grade. Conversely, a
discount is charged
against the sale if the
carcass is below the
base grade.
The new report,
issued Thursday by the
department's Packers
and Stockyards Administration, was based

on surveys among 20 that producers should
adjustment - premium
hog slaughtering plants keep mind.thatthey are
discount. This is the
in the major pork states. selling' carcasses and or
grade or base
base
About 14 percent of the not live hogs. Most
quality carcass. The
hogs slaughtered in the grade-and-yield
pro- base carcass for each
United States are sold grams currently quote
weight range "is usually
on a grade-and-yield prices on a liveweight
of relatively low qualibasis.
basis rather than on a ty," the report said. For
"Packers generally. carcass basis.
example, during the
promote grade-and "The packer survey of the plants, 82
yield programs as an establishes grade stanpercent of the hogs sold
opportunity for the pro- dards for carcasses in
on grade-and-yield
ducer to receive each carcass weight
graded higher than the
monetary rewards for range," the report said.
base quality.
selling quality hogs," "These grades
are
"If a seller does Mit
the report said. "A long- designated by names,
have knowledge of all
term advantage pro- letters or numbers
the variables that make
moted is the fact that assigned by the packer.
itip the final price, comsellers marketing hogs Al) hogs sold on a gradeparing the base live
on a grade-and-yield and-yield basis are
price among firms can
basis normally receive graded after slaughter
be misleading when sellan accounting of car- by an employee of the
ing on a grade-and-yield
cass data, which may,be packer."
basis because the higher
used to ithprove quality
Typically, a packer base live price many qot
of the herd."
has one grade for which actually result in the
But the report said there is-no grade price
highest carcass price,-

the report said.
Other observations:
-Current packer
grade-and-yield programs utilize "arbitrarily established
,standards" for gradeand-yield "which result
in confusing and
misleading information
for producer-sellers."
These standards vary
widely among plants.

vide input from all
segments of the state. I
expect it to make a big
difference."
Boswell said that he
hoped the group would
enable the Department
to solidify its parternship
arrangements with individual communities.
At present there are 13
fogging machines in
Kentucky which are not
owned by the state. The
Department assists the
communities which own
these machines by pro-

viding training in mosquito control and by providing chemicals. The
Department has six fogging machines and a
spray plane.
"As

more
combuy their own
equipment, obviously we
can kill more mos,
quitoes," Boswell said.
"Also, we can use the
plane to supplement the
ground work being done
by those communities."
Boswell said that he-is

munities

increase in the monthly
index. Lover prices
were reported for cattle,
broilers'
, tomatoes,
sweet corn and lettuce,
which helped offset
grins by other
commodities.
The report also included revised figures
which showed that the
price index in March
rose only 0.7 percent instead of the 1.4 percent
indicated by
preliminary figures a
month ago.
At that time, it appeared that the monthly
price index had risen to

a record level.
However, Monday's
revised figures showed
that did not occur in
March, although the
gain in April pushed the
index slightly above the
previous record set in
January 1981.
Prices paid by
farmers to Meet expenses rose 0.6 percent
in ,April and averaged
3.8'percent more than a
year ago, the report
said.

10 percent more than In
April 1983. Prices of
livestock and livestock
products as a group
were unchanged from
March to April but still
averaged 4.1 percent
above a year ago.
The higher crop
prices stem partly from
the 1983 drought and the,
government's acreagereduction program to
trim surpluses.
Department

(Similar savings on all other sizes of tractors)

economists say food
prices may rise about 4
percent in 1984, compared with a 2.1 percent
average increase In
1983, which was the
smallest annual increase since 1967.
Officially, the
forecast calls for an increase this year in the
range of 4 percent to 7
percent, although some
believe it will be at the
lower end of the scale.

AIN+
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Wet.

Model 1194 General Purpose Tractor
43 PTO Horsepower
Standard Equipment:
•Differential lock
•Hydrostatic steering
•Hood-Tilting
•Thermostart Starting Aid
•Heavy-Duty Main Frame
'Throttle-Hand and Foot
Construction'•TransriiiSsion-12 idiward,
•PTO-Single 540 RPM
4 reverse sychromesh,
'Seat-Deluxe Vinyl Covered 'Wheel Equipment: 6A0x16
*Rear, Pressed steel center, 13.6x28,6PR, R1 tires, manual
adjust. -

THE GREAT CASE
PARTS PRICE
REDUCTION!

Soybeans' leaves may be more
profitable to farmers than beans

Bob Pruitt of the Warren County Health
Department was elected
vice president.

'9995

-Grade standards
and the amounts of
grade adjustments are
not adequately communicated to the seller
prior to the sale. And
without the seller knowing the grade standards,
the usefulness of the
premium and discount
amounts is greatly
reduced.

Experience

Crop prices overall
were up 0.7 percent
fr43111 March. averaging

"Coburn has a great
deal of experience with
mosquito control and is
an _excellent choice for
the job," the Commissioner said.

Regularly Priced at $17,500
Special Cash Price

Farmers' price index shows April gain
WASHINGTON (AP)
- Overall, prices that
farmers get for what
they produce rose to a
record high in April,
eclipsing the ojd mark
set more than three
years ago, according to
the Agriculture
Department.
The price index rose
0.7 percent last month,
averaging 7.4 percent
above a year ago, the
department said
Monday.
Higher prices for
eggs, corn, hogs, wheat
and onions were cited as
the main reasons for the
-

also pleased that Coburn
Gayle of the Department's Division, of Pest
and Weed Control was
elected the group's first
president.

,,,ree oth

ST. LOUIS (AP) - If
a lant pathologist from
the University of Ken- tucky has his way,
farmers will soon be
raising soybeans for
their leaves instead of
their beans - and using
a lawnmower to harvest
them.
S.J. Sheen says
farmers can make better use of the plant's
protein by harvesting it
when it is about kneehigh, before 41 has
blossomed,
Who needs the
beans?" asked Sheen at
a news conference Tues.
day in St. Louis, where
he is presenting a paper
before the American
Chemical Society. "Just
run a lawnmower
through the plants and
pick up the leaves. They
are 98 percent protein
and have all the essential amino acids."
"
Sheen said that his
method requires only
one-third the growth
time and would allow
farmers in the Midwest
to harvest three crops
each growing season.
His method also allows
farmers to forget about
neat, cultivated rows.
After the leaves are
harvested, Sheen grinds
them up and heats
them. The protein is
drawn off and settles tizi
the bottom until all that

remains is leaf fiber,
which can be used as added bulk for human diet
or fed to swine and
poultry, Sheen said.
Sheen demonstrated
the protein's versatility
by whipping it, adding a
little sugar and topping
a cherry piewith it.
"The protein is
tasteless and odorless,"
said Sheen, adding that
it could easily be added
to baby formula to provide protein without the

rtee.

telltale bean taste of existing soy formulas.
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Sheen said his process, which produces
more protein per acre
than traditional soybean
farming, is ideal for'
developing nations.
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MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

"The pr6tein from the
bean is not as good as
the protein from the
leaves," he said. "The
bean is incomplete and
lacks sulfur-containing
amino acids.''
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and compare'

1934 — 1954

McKeel Equipment Co.

Southern States

MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 733-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST.
444-0110

Starks
Brothers
Fruit
Trees
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"SERVING
THE ENTIRE
PURCHASE
AREA"
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Hutson's AG
Service
BUYERS OF
Murray, Ky.
CORN-WHEAT Phone: 753-193.3
& SOYBEANS
Grain Merchandising NORSBANI5G
AO^ ••••"
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granular insecticide
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753-3404

753-5378
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RAILROAD AIM. MURRAY,,KY.
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Read the complete label before using and follow all precautioes
and directions Approved for Special Local Need use in Kentucky
Missouri Ohio Tennessee Pennsylvani4 and South Carolina
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BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
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Industrial Road

You're going to want seine LORSBAN* 15G
Insecticide. You can prevent cutworms from
damaging your tobacco with LORSBAN 15G.
Its easy to apply. And LORSBAN 15G stays in
the soil to keep protecting your tobacco crop
against cutwomts,•rain or shine. See us for
Complete details.

—

Apple • Peach • Pear
Industrial Rd. 753-1423

See us for all your
feed, bulk garden
seeds,fertilizer and
pet care needs.

Want cutworm
protection for
your tobacco?
Stop
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Corker blocks kick
to promote overtime
victory by Michigan

'Breds battle MTSU, rain
for berth in OVC playoff

By WILLIAM BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
•
Michigan linebacker John Corker had a bead
on Toni Fritsch's kicking style and he needed it
to help the Panthers end a four-game losing
streak.
Corker deflected Fritsch's chip-shot 30-yard
field gpal attempt in overtime, then the Panthers' Novo Bojovic booted a 29-yarder with 59
seconds left Sunday to give :Michigan a 31-28
United States Football League victory over the
Houston Gamblers.
"I got a pretty good piece of the field goal,"
Corker said. "He had been kicking low all day
and I almost blocked the last extra point. It went
right betweels my hands."
The Panthers, who started the season 6-0 after
winning the USFL championship last year, are
now 7-4 and lead Houston and Oklahoma by one
game in the Central Division. Bojovic said he felt
the pressure of breaking the losing streak.
"This kick was the toughest kick because there
was a lot of pressure after four straight losses,"
Bojovic said. "This is the Most important win
this year. Because we had to bounce back and
•
with the next two games on the road, we needed
to gain confidence."
Elsewhere in the USFL Sunday, San Antonio
outscored Chicago 30-21. New Jersey bombed
Oklahoma 49-17, Philadelphia ripped Birmingham 43-11 and Memphis trimmed Washington
13-10 in overtime. Arizona is at New Orleans
tonight.
SWINGING FOR LEEWAY - Murray State's Lee Hutson lofts a deep shot
"It was a very aisCouraging loss," said
into the Middle Tennessee outfield for a sacrifice which drove in a run in the
Houston Coach Jack Pardee, who thought that
second game of Saturday's home doubleheader. The 'Breds were ahead 6-3
the Gamblers had the game won when Fritsch
when the game was postponed because of darkness. The rematch is schedulset up for his field goal. "We came so close and
we came so far. However, they are still in first
ed for Tuesday at 5 p.m. in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Photo by David Tuck
•
and we're now a game behind. We played as well
as we could and we're a better team than we
were when we first met the Panthers (Michigan
won 52-34
.on March 26)."
Michigan fullback John Williams ran 22 times
for a team-record 165 yards, including
touchdown runs of 7 and 68 yards, another club
record. Panthers quarterback Bobby Hebert
By The Associated.Press but I'll get over it."
NBA playoff scoring.
completed 20 of 36 passes for 199 yards and two
Mark Aguirre scored
"I always preach time
With the score tied
more TDs, 13 yards to Ken Lacy and 4 yards to
and Dallas controlling and score," added Mot- 34 for the Mavericks
'Walter Broughton.
the ball in the final to. "It's a heavy burden before he.left late in the
Houston's Jim Kelly helped offset those scores
seconds, Mavericks and an unfortunate fourth period with a
witp a 5-yard run and scoring passes of 37 and 44
coach Dick Motta look7 thing to happen to, a badly bruised right hip.
yards to Ricky Sanders. Gambler's fullback Todd
ed on in dismay at what young player like that." His availabilty for TuesFowler tied the score 28-28 with less than five
"I thought he had lost day night's game is
was happening in front
minutes left in the fourth quarter with a 1-yard
his mind," Los Angeles questionable.
of him.
plunge.
Knicks 118, Celtics 113
A golden opportunity center Kareem AbdulStars 43, Stallions 11
Bernard King scored
to win the game and Jabbar said of Harper.
Chuck Fusina passed for two touchdowns and
In other p4 ayoff 43 points, his fifth time
deadlock the best-ofDavid Trout kicked five goals to lead visiting
seven National Basket- games Sunday. Phoenix over the 40-point mark
Philadelphia past Birmingham in a battle of diviball Association playoff took a 3-1 lead over Utah • in nine playoff games,to
-slon leaders who started the
series with the Los with a 111-110 overtime lift New York to its seThe Stars piled up 270 yards rushing and 244
Angeles Lakers was victory and New York cond home playoff vicpassing against the second-best defense in the
dribbled away by rookie beat Boston 118-113 to tory after two losses in
USFL. They put the game away with 23 secondgUard Derek Harper, even their series 2-2. Boston.
quarten points, as Fusina passed to Herbert HarKing hit 17 of 25 shots
who thought the New Jersey beat
ris and Scott Fitzkee for touchdowns and Trout
Mavericks were ahead. Milwaukee 106-99 Satur- from the floor and was a
kicked three field goals.
Instead, the game went day for a 2-2 deadlock in royal thorn in the
Generals 49, Outlaws 17
Into overtime and the their second -round Celtics' side all day,
At East Rutherford, N.J., Herschel Walker ran
scoring 14, seven, 11 and
Lakers took a 3-1 series matchup.
for 127 yards and three touchdowns, while Brian
The Lakers were 11 points in each suclead with a 122-113 vicSipe threw for two more scores for New Jersey
thrilled to get out of cessive quarter. In the
tory Sunday.
against Oklahoma.
Dallas with a split of the second period, he sat out
Walker carried the ball 16 times, including TD
1
"When I saw Dere;,. two games and a corn- five minutes because of
runs of 62, 2 and 4 yards as the Generals improvbacking up it hit me that manding lead in the _foul trouble.
ed their record to 9-2. Sipe threw only seven - - he- doesn't know the series.
'`I've seen a lot "It's very tough down great players, but Berpasses, but completed six of them, including
score or the time," Motscoring tosses of 13 yards to Sam Bowers and 9
to *said. "I wanted to here and we're happy to nard King is the worst
yards to Maurice Carthon.
tackle- him. It was just go home," added Ear- nightmare for anyone to
unfortunate. I feel sorry vin "Magic" Johnson, guard," Knicks guard
Showboata13,Federals 10
who had 14 points and 14 Darrell Walker said,
for him."
Alan Duncan kicked a 29-yard field goal four
"I thought we were assists for the Lakers.
The Celtics, who got
minutes into overtime to lift Memphis to victory
Bob McAdoo came off ,..r2g. points from Larry
ahead 109-108," said a
at Washington.
crestfallen Harper. "It the bench to contribute Bird, 21 from Kevin
The Federals, 1-10, fumbled away any oppoewas a mistake. I was two steals and six points
tunny they had to win.
(Continued on Pg.11)
upset
about it. I feel bad in overtime as the
(Continued on Pg.11)
Lakers outscored Dallas
14-7.
Abdul-Jarbar was
high for the Lakers with
33 points, which ppeed
him past John HavTicek
FrEFNCrIFITh-TAFt
One local softball
and into second place in
tournament will be
1.:SOVTA-STAFt
delayed at least one day
because of rain and a
baseball tourney may
be in jeopardy if dry
weather doesn't arrive
by Tuesday.
The girls high school
First District softball
tournament scheduled
to begin today at the
Murray-Calloway,Counpark complex, will be
ty
Wed like to have the opporrescheduled on a "daytunity to show you what we
by-day situation," said
mean with quality protection and service Call us
tournament director
today
and Murray High
Athletic Director Eli
PURDOM
Your most important data -budgets,inventory, accountAlexander.
The eight-team touring, and customer lists-can be entered, manipulated and
THURMAN
nament was scheduled
retrieved quickly with InfoStar. This new Data Base
AND
to begin today at 3:30
Management System I DBNIS)from MicroPro' requires no
p.m. with Heath and
McNUTT
programming, just English!InfoStar is faster than other
Reidland playing the
Dan McNutt
DBMS's and offers vou:
opening contest. MurSouthside
Court Sq.
ray High and Livingston
•Quick and easy custom
See us today for a demon753-4451
County were scheduled
State Auto
to play the last of the
data entry and manipustration of InfoStar any'
Insurance
first-round games Tueslation.
other MicroPro progrims.
Companies
day at 5:30 p.m.
•Both Quick and Custom
Report Generators.

-Rookie "boo-boo costs Mavericks
in playoff series against Lakers
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The final berth in the
Ohio Valley Conference
baseball tournament is
in limbo this week after
a weekend of rain
postponed the Murray
State-Middle Tennessee
series.
Austin Peay has
already clinched one
slot in the Southern
Division race and will
host the OVC playoffs,
May 14-16. Morehead
State and Eastern Kentucky will be the Northern Division
representatives.
But the last spot, the
No.2 position in the
Southern Division
bracket remains up for
grabs between the
Thoroughbreds and the
Blue Raiders.
The playoff field
should have been wrapped up over the
weekend, but in the top
of the sixth inning of the
second game on Saturday, darkness caused
the postponement of the
game at MSU's Reagan
Field.
Since the two schools
had agreed beforehand
that the second game
would run nine complete
innings, the win could
not be granted to the
'Breds even though they
hold a 6-3 advantage
after five complete
innings.
So the contest will
resume sometime this
week - weather permitting. Tuesday in Murfreesboro, Tenn., is the
designated makeup day
for the conclusion of the
6-3 game, plus another
regular season contest
between the two schools
Immediately
afterwards.
If Murray should hold
on to win the conclusion
of Saturday's postponed
game, then the 'Breda
would only have to win
one more game from the
Raiders to earn the
playoff berth. If the
Raiders should defeat
MSU in the conclusion of
the delayed game, then
they would only have to
win one more game to
make the playoffs.
If the two teams end
up tied after concluding
the postponed game and
the game inunediately
afterwards, then
another game would
have to be scheduled, or
the OVC office would
have to be consulted for
an alternate tiebreaker
method.
To further complicate
the matter, both schools
have their fields com-

mitted to dther area
tournaments - MSU is
hosting both the district
and regional high school
tournaments for the
next two weeks and
MTSU will be hosting a
junior college tournament over the weekend.
Also, Murray State is
conducting final exams
this week.
In Saturday's gameand-a-half at MSU's
Reagan Field, the
'Breds were pounded
10-5 in the opener as the
Raiders took advantage
of five Murray errors.
Murray Was out-hit by
only one, 12-11, but even
Gary Blaine's 15th
homer of the year
wasn't enough to turn
the tide against the
visitors. Blaine's tworun shot came in the
fourth inning when the
'Breds scored three
times to take a brief 5-4
lead.
Derek Lindauer, one
of three MSU , pitchers
for the game, was ginned with the loss, his first
of the year.
The second game saw
'Breds' pitcher Darrell
Graves cough up a pair
of homers in the first inning to give the Raiders
a 3-0 lead. Gary
Cathcart hit the first
one, theh Alan Colburn

hit a two-run roundtripper for the final
MTSU tally.
Graves settled down
after that and didn't
allow a hit or a walk for
the next four innings.
The Raiders .were on
their fourth pitcher by
the time the game was
called.
The 'Breds racked up three runs in each of the
second and third
frames. Clay Boone
drove An solo runs in
each of the innings,Tom
Gargiulo accounted for
two runs in the second
with his triple, Lee Hutson brought in one run
with a bases-loaded
sacrifice fly in the second inning and. David
Butts capped the scoring with an RBI double.
Tuesday's first game
in Murfreesboro is
scheduled to begin at 5
p.m.
Middle Tennessee's
overall record Is 24-16
after Saturday's victory
while the 'Weds are
15-13-1. Both teams have
5-5 OVC marks.
at Reagan 1held
13345117 RISC
MidcUe Tenn 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 10 12 0
Murray State 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 5 11 5
Dial. Barbato 141. Smith 16
Brown, Lindituer (5). Gibbs WP Barbato. LP - Lindauer 11-11
HR -(MT, David. 1../14SU ) Blaine
28 - 1MT) Cathcart. Shodowens,
1MSU Barber

Organizational meeting
for M-CCSA rescheduled
Because of too many conflicts with school
schedules, the Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association organizational meeting has
been rescheduled for another date.
Originally, the meeting was set for Tuesday, May 8, but the meeting has been changed
to Thursday, May 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Murray State Curris
Center.
Among the orders of business to be conducted at the meeting will be the election of officers and the distribution of a questionaire.
The questionaire will deal with two major
items: 1. Should the M-CCSA change its' format to sponpoi* only one soccer season per
year; 2. Should the association establish an
under-8 league for children 6-7 years old.
All interested parents and association sponsors are urged to attend the meeting.
l•

Aztecs lead soccer league
after fourth round of season

After the completion
of Round 4, one round
past the halfway mark
of the season, the Aztecs
have taken a decisive
lead in the girls under-14
soccer standings.
But the runnerup
Cosmos have turned into the most improved
team of the year after
0 bouncing back from two
early losses.
battle to a scoreless tie
And the Chiefs and the with balanced defense
Alexander said the Flyers cannot be by both sides.
Ritund 3
tourney may return to counted out of the race
The Cosmos won their
schedule if the weather either.
The latest standings first game of the season
clears and the teams
show
the Aztecs with on the strength of two
are able to double up useight points', the Cosmos goals by Dena Fazi and
ing two park fields.
The championship with four, the Chiefs solo goals by Lori Payne
game is slated for 4:30 with 3 and the Flyers and Jennifer Parker.
with one. The point The Cosmos defeated
p.m. on Thursday.
Tuesday the first- system is comprised of the Chiefs, 4-2, Jennifer
round games of the two points for each vic- Hamilton and Damra
District 6 high school tory and one point for Lanier scored the two
Chiefs goals.
baseball tournament each tie.
A roundup of the
The Aztecs maintainare scheduled to begin
rounds
to
date
in
the
ed
their winning ways
at , Murray State's
league are as follows:
by beating the Flyers,
Reagan Field.
Round 1
4-1. Bresha Huie, Cindy
The opening contest
The Aztecs beat the Spann, Amy Parks and
Tuesday pits Calloway
County and Marshall Flyers in the opening Sandy Collins. each
County at 4' p.m. and game (reported earlier) scored for the victors.
Round 4
Murray High plays and in the second game
Both the Aztecs and
Mayfield at 4 p.m. on the Chiefs beat the
Wednesday. The cham- Cosmos, 2-1. Goals for the Cosmos started off
pionship is scheduled the Chiefs came from the second half of the
for 4 p.m. on Thursday. Lisa Saunders and Jen- season with shutouts as
According to Jim Nix, nifer Hamilton. The lone the Aztecs beat the
tournament director goal for the Cosmos was Chiefs, 4-0,1 and the
and CCHS athletic by Janet Whaley with Cosmos knocked off the
director, alternate plans the best defensive effort Flyers, 3-0.
Cindy Spann kicked
are being examined in of the game by Cory
three goals for the
the case of a rain delay. Stutsman.
Round 2
Aztecs and teammate
The Aztecs defeated Amy Parks rounded out
the Cosmos, 2-1, on the scoring with a single •
goals by Jennifer Col- goal. Offensively for the
lins and Cindy Spann. Flyers, although they
Goalie Lisa Rexroat were held scoreless,
stopped 15 shots for the Christy Watson was
,Aztecs with the only suc- praised for her hustle
- •ecesful----Cesassz4 affert--arid constant attack:----coming from Mary
Id the Cosmos' win,Catherine Woolridge. Lannie Howell scored
Defensive standbut of • twice apd Jennifer
Conolik
the game was Laurie Parker Added another
Founder'
Howell-. The second -goal to give the Cosmos
Call Collect
game of the round saw their second victory of
812-425-8043
the 'Chiefs. and Flyers the year.

Mom Nature hampers
tournament schedulesb
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Devil's Bag to be examined; Swale may enter Preakness alone

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - The Preakness
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
will be next for Kentucky Derby.. winner
Swale if stable mate
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
Devil's Bag can't make
it, and there are indicaLINDY SUITER
901 SYCAMORE
tions he won't.
753-8355
"I don't think they'll
ever run against each
other," Seth Hancock
said Sunday, the day
after Swale scored an
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
NSA Playoff Glance
EAST DIVISION
. EAST DIVISION
easy 3%-length victory
Conference Semifinals
W
L
Pct. GB
W
L
PCt. GS
Bast of Seismal
in the Derby while
Detroit
22
New York'
4
846
15 10
COO EASTERN CONFERENCE
Toronto
18
10
Chicago
MI 5
Devil's Bag remained in
14
11
560
1
Boston
vs New York
Baltimore
14
14 .500 9
Philadelphia 13 . 12 .520 2
Sunday. Apr0 29
the barn, his future
Milwaukee
12
13 .480
Montreal
14
13
519 2
Boston 110, New York 92
Cleveland
11
13
clouded.
468 10
St. Louis
13
15
464
3%
Wednesday. May 2
Banns_
12 -16
Pittsburgh
11
9- 16 .300 6
Boston
116, New York 102
Hancock, head of the
New York
9 17
346 13
WEST DIVISION
F nday, May 4
famed Claiborne Farm,
WEST DIVISION
Loa Angeles
19
11
633 New York 100. Boston 92
California
18 13 .501
San Diego
17 11 .607 1
Is the owner-breeder of
Subday.
May6
Oakland
15 14
517
Chid/mall
14
14
500 4
New York 118. Boston 113 series
Swale and the man who
Seattle
15
14
517
Atlanta
12 14
442 5
2-2
tied
Minnesota
15 15
500
San Francisco 11
17
put together the $36
393 j"
„_W.dnesda.May9
Chicago
It it
462
Hough:in
10 17
370 17%
New York- at Boston
million syndicate for
Kanaas City
9 15
375
Saturday's
Friday. May 11
Texas
9 19
321
Montreal 2. Atlanta 1.tiling'
James P. Mills of
Boston at New York TBA
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh 8. Loa Angeles 7 10
Sunday. May 13
Virginia, the owner of
Chicago 8. Boston 5
innings
New York at Boston
Detroit 6. Cleveland 5
Chicago 6. San Diego? 5,10 innings _
Devil's Bag.
Milivaialiasta
New Jersey
Toronto 10, Kinsioniy 1 .
Philadelphia 11. Cincinnati 2
Sunday. April 29
"We can't betray the
Minnesota 5. Oakland 4
Houston 10, New York 6
New Jersey 108. Milwaukee 100
Milwaukee 2. New York 1. 10
confidence in his
San Francisco 7, St Louis 0, 5 inn Tuesday. May 1
innings
trigs. rain
shareholders," he said.
Milwaukee 98 New Jersey 94
Baltimore 7, Texas 5
Supday'aGames
.Thursday. Miff 3 - Canto-nib), 5. Seattle 1
don't think it would
Houston 10, New York 1
Milwaukee loo New Jersey 93
Sunday's Gems
Cincinnati S. Philadelphia 2
be fair. He won eight of
Saturday. filly 5
Detroit 6, Cleveland 5. 12 Innings
San Francisco 3, St Louis 2
New Jersey 106, Milwaukee 911
nine races. He was a
Toronto 2, Kansas City 1
San Diego 8. Chicago 5
series tied 2-2
Boston 3, Chicago 1
Atlanta 2-9. Montreal 0-8
champion 2-year-old. In
Tuesday. Mayo
Minnesota 4, Oakland 3
Los Angeles 6-1. Pittsburgh 4-2.
New Jersey at Milwaukee
the spring of '89 we'll
New York 8, Milwaukee 4 10 inn1st game, 10 innings
Thursday.
May 10
ings
Monday's Games
see what kind of sire he
Milwaukee at New Jersey, TBA
Baltimore 6. Texas 1
San Francisco iM.Davis 1-3o at
Sunday, May 13
makes. That's the botSeattle 3. California 1
Chicago I Rainey 1-3
New Jersey at Milwaukee
Monday's Games
Houston (Metro 2-50 at Montreal
tom line.
WESTERN
CONFERENCE
Toronto I Alexander 1 1 o at
(Rogers 1-11. (no
"This is not the same
Los Angeles vs Dallas
HEADIN' OUT - After Saturday's Kentucky Derby, won
Baltimore I McGregor 5-3,, in o
Cincinnati (Soto 3-1 o at New York
by the Woody Stephens-trained Swale,
Saturday. April 28
Cleveland I Sutcliffe 3-11 at 'New
horse as last fall," he many horse trainers are setting their sights on the
(Leary 1.1).(w
Los Angeles 134.. Dallas Al
second leg of the Triple Crown - the Preakness in
York (Rawtey 0-2). (no
Atlanta (-Perez 0-0)- -at
said of the early future Maryland, May 19. The third leg of the Triple Crown
Tuesday. May 1
Milwaukee (Cocanower 0-4 o at
is the Belmont Stakes, scheduled to run June 9 in
Philadelphia Bystrom 6-0), n
Los Angeles 117 Dallas 101
Chicago (Hoyt 3-21.in)
book favorite for the New York.
San Diego (Thurmond 1.2o at PitFriday. May 4
Detroit I Berenguer 1-1) at Kantsburgh (DeLeon 1-1 o, (no
Derby who was
Dallas 125. Loa Angeles 115
sas City Gubicza 0-2o. In
Las Angeles I Honeycutt 4-01 at
Sunday, May 6
withdrawn from the
Minnesota I Smithson 3-3) at
St Louis (LaPoint 3-Si. in)
Swale will remain -half-mile pole and
Los Angeles 122. Dallas 115. OT.
previous tries, set the
And it's remote that California I Ronutnick 3-21.(n)
Tuesday's Gaines
classic last Tuesday here at Churchill Downs coasted
Les Angeles leads series 3-1
Seattle Stoddard 0-21 at Oakland
home under pace for the first threeHouston at Montreal
'Tuesday, May 8
top 3-year -olds Dr. • McCattyI3-11,
after a subpar winning until Monday and it will Laffit
n
San Francisco at Chicago
Pincay, who had quarters of a mile
Dallas at Los Angeles
Tuesday's Games Carter and Time For a
Cincinnati at New York, I n effort in the Derby be decided whether to lost 10, previous
Thursday. May 10
Derby before fading.
Seattle at Oakland
Atlanta at Philadelphia,( n 1
Los Angeles at Dallas TBA if
Change, both hit by the
Trial.
ship the colt to tries.
Torqnto at Baltimore, in,
San Diego at Pittsburgh. o n
necessary
Trainer
Wayne
Lukas virus and unable to spmCleveland at New York, in)
"He'll be checked out Baltimore or to go New
Loa Angeles at St' Louis in
Saturday. May 12
Swale earned $537,400 said jockey Chris
Mllwatikaa_at Chicago, in
Mc- pete in the Derby, will.
Dallas at Los Angeles
and gone over with a York and prepare for from the
Detroit
Kansas
City.
at
In
o
grOss, purse of Carron did the right
NATIONAL LEAGUE
.
Utah vs. Phoemi
be ready for the next
Boston at Texas, • n
fine:tooth comb. If they the 1%-rnile Belmont $712,400.
BATTING 460 at bats 1•Glininn.
Sunday. April29
It was his thing in pulling back on leg.
'Minnesota at California,( n
San
Diego,
.396.
Francona.
Monfind something, he'll Stakes June 9.
Utah 105. Phoenix 95
seventh triumph in nine the filly when he
treal, .375; Maldonado. Los
Wednesday. May 2
saw
Other Preakness
never,,face again.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Hancock said the May career starts.
Angeles, .361, Clark. San FranPhoenix
102, Utah 97
she
BATTING
(110
would
at
bats):
Caen,
have
no„.
..possi
cisco. .354; Ray. Pittsburgh, .341.
bles incrude Toronto,
Something could be 27 Peter Pan Stakes
Fnday. May 4
Lightly regarded chance of catching
.369; Trammell Detroit,
RUNS-Raine
s,
Montreal.
22;
Phoenix 106. Utah 184
Tights, winner of Saturwrong with him." Han- over 1% miles at Bel- Coax Me'
362; Garcia. Toronto. .353: UpSchmidt. Philadelphia. 22; „
Chad, part of Swale or holding off the
Sunday. May 6
day's Spotlight Han- shaw, Toronto, .351; ADavis, Seat- gine. San Diego, 22; Gwynn, San
cock said.
Phoenix Ill, Utah 110 DT.
mont would serve as a the seven-horse paritle, 345.
late closers.
Diego. 21; Sax, Los Angeles. 20.
Phoenix leads series 3-1
dicap on the turf at
Woody Stephens, who tuneup for Swale's Bel- mutuel field, rallied
RUNS: Ftlpken. Baltimore, 26.
RBI-Carter, Montreal, 25; Marfor
Tuesday. May 8
Lukas said Althea Hollywood Park; Don Trammell, Detroit,. 25; Whitaker, shall,
trains both Swale and mont if he skips the second, two
Los Angeles. 25; Schmidt.
Phoenix at Utah TBA
lengths in could have finished as RiCicles,
Detroit, 25. Pettis, California.
Philadelphia, 24 McReynolds.San
.
winner
Thursday.
May 10
of
the
Devil's Bag, visited PreaknesS.
Upshaw, Toronto. 21.
front of At The high as sixth.
Diego, 23; Wallach, Montreal, 22
Utah at Phoenix
TBA. if
Instead, Tropical Pail( Derby,
RBI: EMurray. Baltimore, 28:
their barn Sunday, one
HITVwynn. San Diego. 40; Sax.
Of course, if Swale Threshold, a 37-1 outshe finished 19th. Life's and Pac Soldier, winner Kingman. Oakland, 28, ADavis, Los Angeres. 36; Clark, San Fran- necessary
day after he had been passes up the Preakness sider in the
Saturday.
dry 12
Seattle, 24: DeCences. California.
field of 20.
cisco, 35; Raines, Montreal. 35:
Magic was eighth.
Phoenix at Utah
of three of nine starts.
24, Lemon. Detroit. 24.
discharged from the that would mean no
McReynolds, San Diego, 34.
Swale was timed in
HITS: Garcia. Toronto, 42;
"The No. 1 post hurt
FoLlowing At The
DOUBLES-FranccInaSollontreal,
hospital after being possible Triple Crown 2:02 2-5 on
GBell, Toronto. 38; Trammell,
a fast track her a lot," Lukas said.
9; Carter. Montreal. 9; noroplion,
Threshold";--the 110th
treated since April 22 winner.
Detroit, 38; Ripiten. Baltimore. 37:
Pittsburgh. 9; Davis. San Franfor the 146 miles and "You didn't see
DeCinces. California. 35. Lemon,
me Derby's complete order
deco. 8, LitUe. Montreal. 8: Sair:
for pneumonia.
"Claiborne Farm has paid $8.80, $4.80 and
Detroit, 35, Whitaker. Detroit, 35.
Los
Angeles. 8 high-fivi
ng
it
when
we of finish was Fali Time,
National Hockey League
"There's something to do what is best for the $3.40. Coax
DOUBLXS,: Boone, California.
TRIPLES-McGee. StLouls. 4.
Me Chad drew the pill. If I had Gate
Playoffs At A Glance
°Bell.
to:
Toronto,
9;
Upshaw,
Dancer,
Pine
stopping this horse," horse," Hancock returned
CirSandberg..Chicago. A.Foley_ Cin..
.
.ConferenceCi
sampionshom
$8 and $4 and known wliat 1- know now.
Toronto,
11- are tied with
cinnati.
3;
°ester. Cincinnati. 3.
cle, Fight Over, Life's &TRIPLES: Moaeby, Toronto. 3;
Best-of-Seven
Stephens said of Devil's said.' The Triple Crown At The Threshol
Wynne, Pittsburgh. 3.
d $13.80. I woufd have shipped Magic,
Wales Conference
Silent King, Rex- RLaw. Chicago. 3. Shelby,
Bag. "I've been looking is one of the greatest
HOME RUNS-Marshall, Los
Tuesday. April 24
Althea, and Life's her to Pimlico and
Baltimore, 3;-Sheridan, Kansas CiAngeles. 3. Schmidt, Philadelphia; "
son's Hope, So Vague, ty,
Montreal 3 N V Islanders 0
for it, but I can't put my things in sports. But Magic
3; 12 are Ued with 2
finished 19th and waited for the
8; McReynolds, San Diego, 7.
Thursday. April 26
Biloxi Indian, Taylor's
HOME RUNS: Kingman,
hand on it.".
Washington, Atlanta. -Breeit, Doe- there's the Breeders eighth, respectively.
Montreal 4. N Y Islanders 2
Preakness, like I did Special, Raja's Shark, Oakland. II. ADavis. Seattle. 9: Angeles, 6: Murphy.7.Atlanta.
As for the Derby win- Cup (in November and Patti Cooksey,
Saturday. April 28
Ripken, Baltimore. 9; Armes.
the se- with Codex ,( 1980 Bedoui
Montreal, B. N.Y Islanders 5, Montreal
n, Vanlan- Boston, 7, Kittle. Chicago. 7. Wallach,
ner, once considered the the Fall Triple Crown cond female
STOLEN BASES-Samuel.
Tuesday. May I
jockey in Preakness winner who dingham
Lemon.
Detroit. 7.
, Secret Prince,
Philadelphia. 15; Redus, Cincinlesser half of the (Marlboro Cup, Wood- Derby
NY Islanders 3 Montreal 1
STOLEN BASES; Butler.
history, was 11th skipped the Derby). It's Bear
nati,
14;
Wiggins.
San
Diego.
13.
Thursday.
May 3
Hunt, Althea and
Stephens entry, Han- ward and Jockey Club on So
Cleveland. 13; Garcia, Toronto, 13:
Milner, Cincinnati, 11: Sax. Los
Vague. Dianne her kind of rat.e."
N Y Islanders 3 Montreal 1
Bernazard. Cleveland, 11; Pettis,
Majestic Shore.
cock said, "Swale is as Gold Cup at Belmont). Carpenter,
Angeles. 9; Hayes. Philadelphia. 9
Saturday, May 5
California. 11; RHenderson,
the fourth
Althea will be shipped
PITCHING 13
N V Islanders 4 Montreal 1
Fall Time was moved
sound as the ground we You're not going to be female
Oakland, 8; Trammell Detroit. 8.
decisions -Hawkins, San Diego. 347
trainer in the back to California, while up
N V Islanders win series 4-2
PITCHING la - decisions
to fourth when
are standing on."
1.000, 5.34. Honeycutt. Los Angeles.
able to win them all::.'
Campbell Conference
Derby, was 12th with Life's Magic will go to
Caudill. Oakland. 3-0, 1.000. 240.
4-0. 1.000, 1.38; Lynch. New York.
stewards ruled 'that
Tuesday. April 24
Plans call for Devil's
Darwin. Texas. 3-0, 1.000, 2.34;
In winning the richest- Biloxi Indian.
714.
1.000.
2.61;
Show.
San
Diego.
Edmonton
7 Minnesota 1
Nev York.
Gate Dancer interfered
Leal. Toainto, 4-0, 1.000. 2.58.
Bag to run in the ever Derby, Swale, the
5-1, .833. 2.20; Pena. lisa Angeles,
Thussday. April 26
All the starters carLopez.
Detroit,
3-0.
For
1
000.
1.48.
the
Preaknes
4-1..800,
s,
1.94: Smith. Montreal. 4-1.
in the stretch run. Gate • Sabresart.
Edmonton 4..Minnesota 3
Preakness ?rep, a L. second. choice of the ried 126
Balmniere, CO, '1.4390,
pounds, except Coax Me Chadvs. status 'Dancer,
Saturday..April.211
who was jockey
3.12; Stieb. Toronto. 5-0, 1.000, 2.05.
1 -16-mile race at crowd of 126,453 behind the fillies,
STRIKEOUT
S-Ryan,
Houston,
Edmonton
S. Minnesota 5
who carried was uncertain and - At Eddie
Wilcox. Detroit. 3-0. 1 000. 3.39
46; Valenzuela. los Angeles. 43.
Delahotissaye's
Pimlico Saturday. If he the filly entry of Althea five
Tuesday. May 1
STRIKEOUTS
Blyleven.
pounds less. Gooden. New York, 40; Soto. Cin-The
Edmonton
Threshol
3 Minnesota 1 Edd
doubtful.
chance
for
an
undoes well, he will go in and Life's Magic,
Cleveland, 43; SUeb. Toronto. 37:
cinnati, 40; Carlton. Philadelphia.
monton wins series 4-0
Althea, who earned It was unlikely any of
Witt. California. 37; MMoore. Seatprecedented third
39.
the 1 3 -16 -mile stayed close to the pace, $1.2
Stanley Cup Finals ,
tle, 36: Morris. Detroit, 33; Niekro.
million and beat the also-rans would go
SAVES-Goesage. San Diego, 8;
Thursday. May 10
straight Derby winner,
Preakness May 19.
New York. 33.
took the lead past the • colts in three of four on
Sutter. St Louis. 7. Bedrosian.
Edmonton at N Yr Islanders
to
the
•
Preaknes
s.
SAVES - Quisenberry. Kansas Ci•
dropped to fifth.
Atlanta, 5; Holland, Philadelphia.
Saturday. May 12
ty. 7 caudal. Oakland, 6: RDavis,
5; Lavelle. San Francisco. 5,
Edmonton at N Y Islanders

-

Major League Baseball

Basketball

Hockey.

-

Lakers take'3-1 lead with overtime playoff victory ...
(Continued from Pg.10)
McHale and 20 each
from Robert Parish and
Dennis Johnson, tied the
score twice in the fourth
period after trailing by
as many as 14' in the

third period. But Boston
never took the lead the
entire game.
The second deadlock
was 89-89, but Walker,
who scored seven of his
11 points in the fourth

USFL roundup ...
(Continued from Pg.10)
Duncan's field goal was set up by one bobble
after Memphis, 4-7, sent the game into overtime
on quarterback Walter Lewis'4-yard run with 37
seconds left in the fourth quarter. That score also
was set up by a fumble.
Gunslingers 30, Blitz 21
San Antonio won at home against Chicago with
the help of two long returns for touchdowns.
Greg Fields returned an intercepted pass 36
Yards to give the Gunslingers a 17-0 lead in the
second quarter. Then, after Blitz quarterback
Vince Evans climaxed an 80-yard drive with a
TD pass to Larry Canada to cut the deficit to
23-21 with 24 seconds left, Peter Raeford returned the ensuing onside kick 45 yards for an insurance score.
"
Saturday Games
John Reaves passed for 205 yards and two
touchdowns as Tampa Bay beat Jacksonville
31-13 before 71,174 fans in Jacksonville, Steve
Young threw for 185 yards as Los Angeles stopped Pittsburgh 20-12 and Kevin Shea kicked a
27-yard field goal in overtime to lead Oakland
past Denver 20-17.

1.••

Ale ...sr
- -

-

•

Pipes &
Accessories'
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
614 S. 48k Si.
Murray, Fain Ins. Bldg.

We'll fix you up

MI

Ell

USFL Weekend Roundup
United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic
W L T Pd. Pt'
Philadelphia
10
1 0 .909 300
New Jersey
9 2 0 .818 288
Pittsburgh
9 0
182 173
Washington
•
1 10 0
091 149
SOuthem
Birmingham
9 2 0
818 304
Tampa Bay
8 3 0
727 778
New Orleans
7 3 0
700 219
Jacksonville
4 7 0 .364 226
igemphis
4 7 0
364 170
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central
,
Michigan
7 4 0
636 277
Houston
6 5 0
645 346
Oklahorna
6 5 0 .545 170
San Antonio
4 7 0 .364 158
Chicago
3 8 0 .273 243
Pacific
Denver
7 4 0
636 240
Les Angeles
5 6 0 .455 190
Arizona
4 6 0
400 259
Oak land
2 9 0
182 119

PA
126
172
219
305
189
212
211
233
260

239
293
277
191

ns
232
236
173
248

Saturdays Games
Los Angeles 20. Pittsburgh 12
Tampa Bay 31. Jacksonville 13
Oakland 20, Denver 17. OT
'Sunday's Games
San Antonio 30. Chicago 21
Michigan 31. Houston 28. OT
New Jersey 49. Oklahoma 17
Philadelphia 43. Birmingham 11
Memphis 13,'Washington 10. OT
Monday's Game
Arizona at New Orleans
Friday, May 11
New Jersey at Waltungton
San Antonio at Memphis
Jacksonvine at Birmingham
Chicago at Denver
Saturday. May 12
Houston at Pittsburgh
Sunday. May 13
Michigan at New Orleans
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
Arizona at Oakland
Monday May 14
Oklahoma al"Tampa Ba

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

447t3-8355

97 ways tosave on your
electric bill.FREE.

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3
M

Tuesday, May 15
N Y Islanders at Edmonton

753-4461

(Across from the First Methodist Church)

M

Le.Smith, Chicago, 5. Orosco. New
York. 5

-

504 Maple St. Murray

IB

IIIMI

OM

MI

Ma
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Ask us for a free copy of How to Save on Your Electric Bills:The booklet
gives you 67 Ways to save electricity without giving up comfort and
convenience And most of the 'energy-saving measures will cost
you absolutely nothing

THE SENSIBLE SOLUTION

Auto Racing .

••••••••••••-......v. •-

i n g after Adrian
Dantley's two free
throws with six seconds
left. put Utah ahead
103-100. Then he added a
jumper with 1:30 left in
overtime and a tip-in
with 53 seconds remaining after the Jazz
jumped in front 107-103.
Dantley had 37 points
for the -Jazz, including
14 in the fourth quarter
and four in overtime.

Come See Us...

CARLSBAD, Calif.
TALLADEGA,• Ala.
-(APt- 410- Tour- wittson
P-)
-ea I e Y a r
-67
-4iorough running out of
and scored a five-stroke gas, charged past Harry,
victory Sunday in the Gant on the last lap and
MONY-Tournament of held off the second-.'
Champions.
place car by one-,_ car
Bruce Lietzke Claim- length to win S'unday's
ed second with a 68 for Winston ZOO grand Na279.
tional stock car race.

--P"'"•.•`•

back to get my heart going again," said Lucas,
who scored 26 points.
"But the second one was
the fun one. I had that
one all the way."
Davis scored a career
playoff high of 32 points
and hit three 'baskets
when it appeared the
Jazz would win.
First, he sent the
game into overtime on a
three-point goal .with
three seconds remain-

I.K.T. Auto Ports

Briefly
Pro Coif

period, triggered a 9-2
spurt by the Knicks with
a three-point play with
10:14 left.
Suns 111, Jazz 110
Maurice Lucas sank
two free throws with
four seconds left in overtime gave Phoenix its
victory over visiting
Utah after Walter Davis
saved the Suns from
defeat.
"When the first one
went In, I had to step

Minnesota. 6; Lamp. Toronto. 5. 4
are tied with 4

--

.You'll enjoy the benefits of electricity and
save rrroney too So call or stop by today
and help yourself The savings are on us.

We offer three daily flights each way
between Murray and Nashville and moneysaving joint fares with the major airlines.
Most of these joint fares are priced only
$10.00 higher than the fare from Nashville!
We will work to find the iiitst 'airline
connections and lowest fares for each
passenger that we sego.
• Let us save you time and money on your
next airline trip. Coll us at 489-2199 or see
year travel agent.
Sunbird Airlines the sensible alternative to
driving.

•

TRICITY.
Gs
ELECet the t

West Kentucky forrurmoney.
Rural Electric
Coop. Corp.
753-5012

The people who bring you electricity
Aljamminimin.

_

•
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NOTICE TO
CReDITORS
Following
The
Estate Fiduciary ApHave
pointments
Been Made In The
District
C'alloway
Court. All' Claims
Against These Estates`
Shottld Be Filed With
The Fiduciary Within
Six Months Of Date Of
Qualification.
011ie C. Sthother
man, 1416 Vine, Murray-, KY -Deeeased.
John L. Smotherman,
606 S. 9th, Murray. KY
Executor. Robert 0
Miller. 201 S. 5th, Murray. KY Attorney.
Vela Smith, 513
Johnson Blvd., MurDeceased.
rayLowry Parker, 1007
Olive Blvd., Murray,
KY Eice_CutQE•_1191:tert
0.. Miller. 201 S.'5th,
Murray,KY Attorney.
• Vehna----Roser--1001Fairlane, Murray, KY
Deceased. Allen-Rose,
1603 Keenland. Murray. KY Executor.
Flora Schroeder,
Rt. .2, Murray, KY
Deceased. Eunice
Tcluciader. Rt. 1,BenAdton.
KY
Sid
ministrator.
Easley, 204 S. 6th,
Murray, KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Department of the Treasury Internal
•
Revenue Service
- Public Auction Sale
Under the authority in Internal Revenue
Code section-6331. the property described
below has been seized for nonpayment of
internal revenue taxes due from Clifford
Constraction-Company, Inc. PO-Box 223
P:lizabethtowp, Ky. 42701. The property will
be sold at public auction as provided by Internal Revenue Code section 6335 and
related regulations.
Date of Sale: May 18th 1984
Salel11...011,11M_CDT
Place of Sale:Utterback Road and
Highway 641 N. MurriY, Ky.
Only the right, title and interest of Clifford
Construction Company;-Inc. itt-ttnEl-to-the
uperty will by -offered for sale. If requested, the Internal Revenue Service will
furnish information about possible encumbranceS;Which may be useful in determin
ortheinteresrbeing sold.
Description of Property: International
3964B Excavator. Serial Number 10238
Property may be Inspected at:Utterback
Road and Highway 641 N Murray. Ky.
Full payment required on acceptance_of
highest bid
All•payments must _be- by cash_ certified
check, cashier's or treasurer's check or by
a United State postal, bank, express, or
telegraph money order. Make Check or
money order payable to the Internal
Revenue Service.
Address for information About the SaleRoy
H. Wyatt. Revenue Officer, Internal
Revenue Service. PO Box 1054, Louisville
Ky 40201, (502) 582-_5119.
_

Deceased. Exceptions..
LEGAL NOTICE
A Final Settlement To This Settlement 2
Of Accounts Has Been Must Be Filed In The
District
• Filed In The Calloway Calloway
District Court- By Court On Or Before
- John Neal, Purdom, May 17', 1984, The
Executor, Of The Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Estate Of Leamon L.
Circuit Court Clerk
Bideweli,
"Dick-

c e

Not
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BARGAIN BATTERIES
$15 W Exchange
Call 753-37 1 1

•o ,t

2

I

c e

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday

Cockatiels

.PET PEN
1101 Story Ave
759-1322

Suitor & Jerry

Henry'will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick

MTA SCHOOL
502554-0733
or 502-589-6123.

4
,

'

it

SHE'S OBVIOUSLY
NEVER SEEN
ROOM!

'THE MUSTY SMELL OF - THERES JUST
FRESH EART14;- THE • - NOTHING -EL-SE
LIKE r!
FEEL OF DIRT
UNDER MY FEET--

„
GARFI CD
FATALISTIC

BUT I SUSPECT
I'M JUST STUPID

E

CHRISTIAN lady to
care fdr 3 children in
my home. For, more
information call 7594541.

•
•

11

p•111 4
.
4l
- e pi 41
III
5-7
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I TIHOUGHT YOU
WERE TRYING TO
BREAK YOUR OLD
RECORD, BEETLE

BEETLE!

66TAOL
OcougSE

_

BLONDIE
I'LL TAKE A

HAmeuraGoa,

9. Situation Wanted

JTAA DAVIS

BEETLE BAILEY
AND BREAK
LETS GO, TRY
YOUR OLP RECORP

HECK,
NO

THEN HE17 WANT ME
TO BREAK MY NEW
RECORD
tiovf.f9

Afar

we

•

IT7;

CP4

WHERE'S THE
SENSE OF
HUMOR?

WHEPES THE
BEEF
s-

PA.

MEDIUM RARE

1'

5,

42,

•

"411

out;
11101-

'
5-7

4

PHANTOMWHO,,KNOCKED OUT THE
EXECUTIONER,ANC>
LEFT THAT,MARK?'

WHO TURNED OUT
THE LIGI-4T9

TEACHER will tutor
students after school or
In the summer. For
details calL753-7129
EXPERIENCED
Housekeeper will clean
houses and offices. References. 759-4117.
NEED help spring
cleaning? Trust worthy'
woman ready for work.
492-8480. .
WANT job caring for
anyone hospitalized or
homeboun-d. Have
transportation and references. 3 years experience. Willing to
work 7a.m. to 4p.m.
Monday through Friday. Will also do house
cleaning or babysitting.
B
1 753-7129 anytime.
mow yards, have
references. Call 753-7284
Mon.-Fri. after 3:30.
Ask for Jerry.

CA

Join Dynamic International Service Co.
Full Training with
Management Assistance. High Earning
potential. Exclusive
Territory. Ambitious
Individuals ohly. Call
John Williams, Collect
person-to-person (817)
756-2122.

11111111
:
1
•

Army boots. Jerry's
Walnut. Mayfield. 2474704.
LAWN Mower, self
propelled, 5 h.p., 26"
cut, less than 1 year old.

Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.
MINI Washer-Dryer.
Wired for 110 volt, very
good condition. Call
753-8984 after 5p.m. or
leave message anytime.

\ or -

74

FOR Sale Lawn Mower,
11.P., 34", good condition. Phone 753-0238.

LWB Topper, 3 h.p.
Johnson outboard mint,
trade. 436-5806.
USED copiers, $250. Calf to share with another
Bill at Howard 0 Happy near MSU and downCo, 247-5912, 116 & 118 N town. Available im;

tl

----c.-77n-ppi •

roR

Like new Ford
Lawn Tractor.
Used 2 summers. 16 h.p.
Kohler engine,
Hydrostatic
transmission,
48." cut with

side discharge.
Call 753-5273 or
may be seen at
701 Main St

on Stereo's & T.V m's
Work Guaranteed
world of SC,ILIP rid

753-5865

222 S. 12th St.

TLC Cleaning ServiceIntroducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE
•Only One In This Section Of The Country
1
2 Hour
1
2 to /
•Carpet Dry In /
Call Today For Our Low-Low

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
We Clean With

TENDER LOVING CARE
759-9754

References

759-1834

22. Musical

PIANO FOR

SALE
Wanted: Responsible
party to. assume
small
monthly
payments
on
spinet/console
piano. Can be seenlocally. Write: (in-

clude phone number)
Credit Manager, P.O.
Box
521,
Beckemeyer,
IL
62219

Pure-Bred Black Labrador
Retrieser
kNet-ke
Old. AKC Regktered. A75.00.
753-1292 or 753-8973

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Silver
Gold
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 377.50
Yesterday
9.03,

BABY Grand Piano,

Opened

pecan finish, $1,800. Call
437-4432.
YAMAHA Receiver and
a Sanyo turntable with
stylus. Both in good
condition. Only $250 for
both. Call 759-9567 after
4p.m.

Today
Down

23. Exterminating

Opened
374.75
2.75

Today
Down

8.72
.31

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
3 7111
Wu boy Gold Silver 8. Diornouris
Hours: 10 8 Daoly, 12 5 Sunday

-<

,Ci's

,

Call Your
Local Professionals

MONEY, TRAINING
ADVANCEMENT, CAREER
You can have all
753-0414
Murray's only Home
owned and operated
Pest Control Service.
Free Inspection and
Estimates

753-9648.
A-1 Firewood, $26/rick
delivered. Nights 436-.manager - tr ain.o,f7N, 77(
ALL Wood storage
and salesperson with' building. 8x12 $795, 8x16
$996. 10x16 $1,195. 12x1i
camera,
stereo
$1,495. 12x24 $1,995.
Ex
background
Free delivery within 100
perience necessary.
miles. We have a largeselection in stock._ Acree
Send resunie to P.O

Rox 10401. Murray •

"

removing hedges and

Apts for Rent

1 AND 2 BR apts.
753-8298 days, 153-.6194
nights.
1 BR furnished apt. •
Lease and deposit.
Adults. No pets. Call
after 4p.m. 759-4756 or
753-9208.
1 BR lake front apt, in
Panorama Shores. Appliance 'furnished.
Lease deposit and references required. 4362484 after 5p.m.
2 BR duplex, 1 bath, den
and kitchen, w/d
hookup. 753-9240.
2 BR duplex. in Murray.
492-8225.
2 BR furnished apt. 164
Miller. Available spring
or fall. 753-5898.
A COUPLE of young
ladies have a nice house

medidte. Call Rebekah,
753-6577. '
27. Mobile Homes for Sale IFTTRNISTIETt apts. et-ficiency 1 or 2 BR. Also
1917 WARRIOR 14x10, she-eptng rms. zirtr,central air and heat, merman Apts., S. 16th._
Cryts Used
setup, underpinned. $8, St..753.6609.
Office Furniture
950. B-1 Fox Meadows
13. Rooms for Rent
753-7151.
1016 Jefferson
$5,600 FOR this 1971 $95 INCLUDING
Paducah
Lander mobile home. 3 utilities. 753-5842: 8-5.
442-4302
BR, 2 baths. Call Spann
men students.
NEW SHIPMENT
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Private furnished
Desk, chairs and files
We now have electric
28. Mobile Homes for Rent rooms with kitchen
facility and central air.
typewriters,
adding
2 BR with central air, Near University. Phone
machines. folding tables,
new furniture. Call 436-5479 after 5p.m.
bookcases, print files, two
Shady Oaks, 753-5209.
drawer and four drawer file
ROOMS for rent. One
cabinets
block from University.
753-1812 or 759-9580..
Used but nice.
30. Business Rentals
ROOMS for college
Open Mon.-Set.
CLEAN up shop for women near campus.
rent. 327 N. 4th. Gas Kitchen and study area
25" QUASAR Color heat, " air -compressor'
available. $100 each
Console TV., $8/week. and hoist. 753-3018 after
Summer session. Call
Rudolph Goodyear, 753- 7p.m.
753-6783.
0595.
ROOM for rent, air
COUCH, 78 inches long,
conditioned, furnished,
Mini
excellent condition. 753one block from campus
5544.
Warehouse
$65 month. Available
QUEENSIZE bed and
May 15. Call 753-9341.
Storage Space
frame, 2 years old, firm
For Rent
mattress. Make offer.
34. Houses for Rent
Excellent condition.
753-1492
2 BR house,- hear hospi753-8750.
tal, no pets, deposit
required. $225/month.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
32. Apts for Rent
759-1337 after 4p.m.
ELECTROLUX Carpet 1 AND 2 BR apts. near 3 BR house in country
Cleaner, only used
t-tieres-for- rent
twice, brand new, ex- downtown Murray._ 7534109 , 762-6650 or with option to buy.
cellent -condition. 753436-2262.
436-2844.
3987.
1 AND 2 BR furnished • NICE 2 BR, carpeted,
apts. Lease and deposit. garden spot.
19. Farm Equipment'
Adults. No pets. Call $150/month. Deposit
135 M.F. Diesel with 753-9208 after 4p.m.
required. 492-8360.
plow; •disc and cuttiva•
tor: 265 M.F. Diesel
First Class Repair Service
w low, disc a n d
cultivator 489.110

24. Miscellaneous
1931 JOHN Deere RidOpportunity
ing Mower 317, 48" cut,
Fast growing corn ''excellent condition. Will
trade for smaller
pany looking for exmower. Call 753-6555 or
perience
jewelry

-

r IRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and

32

7th, Mayfield Ky.:

salesperson, jewelry
bench salesperson.

1111111P

436•2835. We seriiKe
what we sell.

753-9756 after 5p.m.
shrubs. Free estimates.
QUASAR Video Re. 753-5176.

Career

I DID.

_11.,W1 Abtos
'11'41:101

stalled. 11 ft. systems,

Sporting Goods, 6th and $1,700 installed.

10. Business Opportunity
BE Your Own Boss.

alIlmir

\

15. Articles for Sale
CLEARY Satellite
CAMOUFLAGE Army System, 10 ft.
pants for men and boys. fiberglass, $1,550 in-

600 FORD Tractor with
ELECTRONIC
equipment. 436-5498.
TRAINEES
TRAZTOR and Front
Need 17-24-year-old
End Loader, Disc Bush
high school diploma
Hog -Plow, $7.500. Call
wilds to train In repair
753-4186 after 5p.m.
and maintenance of _
WE have Deltalb Funks
electronics equipand Pioneer Grain
ment. Full pay and
Sorghums in stock.
benefits. Coll toll free,
Including the new M-565
Mon.-Thurs., 8 a.m.-4
DeKalb. Shoemaker
p.m., 1-800-238-5580.
Seed.

mAt 1

MAYBE I'M

LOST set of keys on a
large round keyring, in
the vicinity of Wendy's,
Wed., May 2nd. 759-1509
or 753-9479.

STUDENT OPPORTUNITY. Want to earn money based on personal worth?
Last summer 1000
students in college program earned an average
of $260 per week. Phone
443-6460, between 8 and 10
AM for appointment.
PROCESS MAIL! $75
per hundred! No experience. Part or full
time. Start immediately. Details send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to CRI-N41.
Box 9014, Stuart, FL.
33495.
„TRY the NEW AVON
earning opportunity, and
earn $250 to $500
weekly. 753-0232
.nwffAtt_
Safety Assoc.
Part time opportunity
5100-5170 a week. 10-15
hrs./week. Call collect
for interview 901-6424644.

411:'
1111%

i Ili

11114114.

SOME PEOPLE WONPER

and White
Syvester cat, missing
from • downtown area.
Contact Kenny Essex,
753-0640.
LOST Chinese Pug.
male fawn colored,
black face, answers to
T.J. near Friendship
Church on 1346. Reward. Call 436-2963.

plotion of training program.
torn 30 deys V0006011 with
pay. complete medical and
dental limnsiflts. Call toll fro*
Mon.-Thurs., S a.m.-4 p.m.,
1.1100.2311-5280.

Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the leader

EVEN IF YOU NAVE RIBBONS
IN '(OUR HAIR,TEACHERS
PONT LIKE YOU IF YOU
HAVE A 616 NOSE..

NO MA'AM I PONT
KNOW THE ANSWER
BUT I PAVE RIBBONS
IN MY HAIR...

WHY I HATE. MONDAYS in

5. Lost and Found

BL AV-1{

school grads. some moth and
physics moulted. Good salary,
plus $2,000 bonus upon cont.

'Ledger & Times
Business Hours
Are:
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Miscellaneous

16. Home Furnishings

white
heading
to In- SUNNY Acres Nursery
Stave now has tomatoes, 6. Help Wanted
Company, Wingo, Ken- peppers- and bedding
tucky. 502-328-8584.
plants.- Open 9-5,
MECHANIC
Mon.-Sat. 753-3819. 901
TRAINEES
North Johnny
17.24 yisat.old molls high
Robert-Son Rd.
The Murray
MORE $33 for
oak logs and
bolts. Haul
dependent

lit
I LOVE
ARDENiNG -

7 a.m.-2 p.m.

Frozen Brine
Shrimp
Hand Tamed

FLIPPENS Hillbilly
Barn, (Old Bldg.) for
sale to be moved. Bids
are being accepted. Call
753-8214 before

Jim

24

WANTED to buy: Her. supplies, electric
--dvood timber: Cali - typewriter, Remington.,
753-0338.
Holiday Inn, Murray.
No phone calls please.

Sat.

Opening Soon
Murray
Satellite Sales
on corner of
Poplar & 12th.

li

NANCY

NOTICE •
Rickman
Norsworthy
Building Supply
New Summer
Hours:
Mon.-fri. ,
7 a.m. til 6 p.m.

control. $8/week.

lit

_

Want to Buy

corder with remote
WT-1.1., Remove swarms
of bees from your
property free of charge.
Call 489-2318 after 5p.m.

PEANUTS
,..CIATCN THIS
TEACHERS ALWAYS
W MARCIE...
6IVE 6000
TEACH
6RADE5 TO 61RLS WHO HAVE
RIBBONS IN THEIR HAIR...

14

KB Dick Copier with

DAILY
CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM
LEASE
ASK GENE
AT

1981
CHEVETTE
4 Door,
4 Speed,
with air.
83,600" or
best offer.
Call
753-5322

Notice

2

Notice

2

•o;

the above in the
KENTUCKY ARMY
4
NATIONAL GUARD
Minimum qualifications are:
AGE - Minimum 17 with parents con- sent; maximum 35 without prior military
service; with prior service 45.
PHYSICAL - In good health and pass'a
physical exam - at no cost to you
APTITUDE MUST TAKE TEST AND
PASS
•
EDUCATION - Completed the 9th grade
(minimum three credits)
If you think you have what it takes, call
your

NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
(502)753-4042

7!

Portable Ruildings,
Mayfield. Ky. 247-7831.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
36. For Rent or Lease
FOR Rent. 80 sem for
beans or popcorn. Hwy.
732. 502-554-2947.
•
37. Livestock-Supplies

41. Public Sales

Yard
Sale

[7

606 South 4th
Mon. & Tues.
Sponsored by Trinity Mission Church
for Billy Travis.
Begins at 8 a.m.
Shoes, clothes and
what nots.

FOR sale or trade for
car, 8 yr. -old Bay
Gelding, -15 hands, goes
English or Western. For
sale Englisb saddle,
breast plate, show
bridle and more assorted tack. 753-3604.
PERFORMANCE
TESTED 3/8, 1/2, 3/4
and 7t8' Simmental and
Maine-Anjou service
age bulls. Only the very
Sale
top performance bulls
May 8th & 9th
offered from over 800 Al
7-)
performance cows. All
from Mayfield take
bulls health tested and
Hwy. 80. fast 2 miles_
guaranteed. Broadbent
Farms, Route 1, Cadiz,
Turn left at Hwy. 131.5
KY 42211. Phone (Day)
miles
(502)235-5182.
Antiques. furniture,
REG.. Grey Mare, 6
bicycles. glassware.
years old_ Grey Filly, 3 -tors. children and athstt
weeks old. Bred back to
clothes, lots otmisc.
•Smakin Hot, $1,600. Call
Bill Ed, 435-4214.

27 Family
Yard

(1,1) PIONEER'1
CAR STEREO

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open TII 6

[

PcNE

43. RIMal Estate

TTS

May Anniversary Sale
/
1
4 Off Everything

Dixieland Center 759-4588

STROUT
REALTY

Lou Ann Phlipot 763-6843
Wayne INdrion 763-5006
Jo• L. Kennon 436-5676
1912 CoMyratin Road
Murray, Kantlielty 42071
15021 753-0116
Anytlen•
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

COMMERcIAL property for sale. 919 West
Broadway, Mayfield,
Ky. Lot 85'8410'. House
and garage apt. Reduced to sell.
1-(502)-674-5531.

44.. Lots for Sale
ATIRORA one to 10 acres
wooded Kentucky Lake
area, from $3,905, nothing
down,from $39 month,for
home, mobile home, free
information phone Mr.
Shell 1-800-521-4996'.
45. Farms for Sale
22 ACRES, beautiful
country, excellent horse
farm and outbuildings.
2 ponds, completely
- remodeled home. $51,
900. Call owner 489-2525.
30 ACRE farm land,
Lynn Grove area. 2
ponds, catfish stock.
Owner will finance. For
information call 7539240.
80 ACRE farm, north of
Murray. Call 753-3966.
46. Homes for Sale
2 BR home with 3 acres
In Almo Heights area.
753-7795 after 6p.m.
BY owner, 2 or 3 BR, 2
bath, central heat, large
lot. 518 S. 6th Street. For
appointment, call 7534358 after 5p.m.
DUE to illness owner
must sell. Year round
nice lake home on
paved road in Lakeway
Shores on circle.. Box
600, 10 miles East of
Murray. 2 BR w/half
basement and wood burning stove, electric
heat and air conditioning. Built-in stove in
kitchen. Nice deck
across front. House in
excellent condition, new
carpet. Price $30,000
firm. Come to location
or call 753-439.3 for
appointment 't.o see
house.

Beautiful A-Frame Hideaway And Four Acres, One
Mile
From Kentucky Lake. Central Heat & Air, Wood Stove,
Large Deck, Stone Front And Patio. If You Want Seclusi
on
And Privacy, This Is The Place. Liberal Terms To Qualifi
ed
Buyers Can Be Arranged. Call Bill Dodson 502-7533231
Days, and 502-753-5686 Evenings. ,

• 46. Homes for Sale

50

Used Trucks

53'. Services "Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53. Services (Mime
.
•
LEE'S CARPET OVERCAST'S ReWET BASEMENT? We
CLEANING. Murray's frigeration and Air make
Time For Spring Cleanwet basements
only professional Car- Condition Service.
dry. Work completely
ing.
Let Us Wash Your
Cleaned
pet Cleaning Company
and repaired. ,guaran
teed. Call or
With over 12 years Hwy. 280. 753 7275 or
Windows
At Low
write Morgan Con
continuous local service 759-4053.
Rates. Coll For Free
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
using the most powerful SEWING Machine .Re- 409A,
Paducah, Ky
Estimate After. 5:00
cleaning system made. pair. All makes and
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
p.m. 753-0796.
Hundreds of satisfied models. Industrial,
repeat customers. home and commercial. WILL break and disk
gardens
.
753
5463
or
Licensed and Insured. 38 yrs. experience. All
753-0144.
LICENSED Electrician
We move the furniture Work guaranteed. Ken
tree. Free estimates, 24 neth Barnhill, 753 2674, WILL haul white rock, for residential and
sand, lime, rip rap and cornmertial. Heating
hour service, 753-5827.
Stella, Ky.
masonary sand, coal. and air condition, gas
MALONE'S Remodel- WE ,Buy
Sell and Call Roger
Hudson, installation- and repair
ing from ground to roof Repair Used Air Con
Phone 753 7203.
top.. Phone -492-8183, -ditioners. Dill Electric, 753.4545 or 7516763.
Evenings 436-2107.
753 9104.
NEED work on your
*0••••••0•••••••0•••••
•
trees? Topping, prunPAIN ING •
PS
•
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
•
BOVER'S TREE
INTERIOR
• CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
5 1 . Campers
SERVICE for ProEXTERIOR
• & CUSTOM WOODWORKING
1978 23 FT. boachman fessional' tree care.
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•
PAINTING
Travel trailer, full bed, 753-0338.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
•
central heat and air,
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Chen
47. Motorcycles
•
WALLPAPERING
DURMASTS • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
bath, gas and electric.
Aluminum
Service
Co.
KITCHEN
•
CABINET
TOPS • VANITIES
1977 HONDA 750, 11,000 498-8549.
cusrrou sr Di* fURAILTURE
JIM DAY
Aluminum and-vinyl
-actual- - rnileS.--loti of TIOLIDAY Traveler
FURNITURE REFINISHING
-extras. $1,295-.-753-2507. siding. Custom trim work.
1969 26 ft., roof air and
•COMPETITIVE PRICIS
Painting
do D,opSy&5im
1978 YAMAHA 400 awning, extra nice, References. Call Wilt Ed
...Our Display
Twin. Good condition, $3,250. 753-7151.
753-3
716
OE
Bailey, 753-0689.
$600. 753-7104 after LINDY Mini Motor
*FREE ESTIMATES*
5p.m.
Home, fully self. con1980 250 ST SUZUKI. tained, generator, 2 air
3,000 miles, like new, conditioner, sleeps 6
$775. 753-7596 or 759-1379 PL3-1687.
/b
y7
'
e
work.
al A r"
1980 YAMAHA 650 52. Boats-Motor's
lk
'
1-b
Maxim, black with only
e
,
1 e
7,
6
r3,500 miles. Looks like 14 FT. John Boat wIth
new. Must see to ap- motor and trailer. Call
e
e
preciate it. Lots of 753-6577.
extras. Must sell. Call 15 FT. Polarcraft Jon
753-0156 after 6p.m. or Boat with live well, used
753-5273 during day. Ask one season. 35 h.p.
Johnson Motor, Minn
for Ron.
1981 HONDA Silver Xota Trolling Motor,
Wing Interstate, 2,700 Eagle Depth Finder and
miles. Must sell, make many more extras on
Moody Trailer. Ready
offer. 437-4171.
1981 YAMAHA 750 to -go fishing. Call
Virago, only 2,000 miles, 753-0156 after 6p.m. or
still like new. Asking 753-5273 days. Ask for
Ron.,
$2,100. 753-6082.
1983 HONDA Shadow 1975 SEARAY, 18 ft.
500, 2,500 miles, still Runabout, 4 cylinder
under warranty, new inboard, white, full top,
helmet included. $1,700. excellent condition. $3,
500. Carroll VW,. 753489-2351 after 4p.m.
8850.
1984 HONDA 200 X,
header, 'headlight, re- 1976 16 FT. Tr -Hull Ski
servoir guard-, two- Boat_ with 0 tt„p,. Mermonths old, like new. cury engine, stereo, ski
equipment included. .12,
474-2232.
)itrifi.
000. 753-3188.
It+
•p A.,
1976 HARRIS Float
48. Auto Services
.11 Ar"
)41411GOOD Reconditioned boat, inboard motor,
r•ter?
Auto Batteries, full furniture, ice box
guaranteed! $15 ex- and metal top, canvas
enclosure. 753-6842.
change. Call 753-3711.
IMPORT Auto Salvage. 1977 16 FT. Baha with
1itotlit•r%.
New and used parts and 115 h.p.. Evinrude. AM1,4114' 11411
service at reasonable FM cassette, 13,500.
Call 492-8953 after 6p.m.
prices. Call 474-2325.
4 BR lit1et7 baketnent,
nice shaded yard. $45.
1100 or best offer. 1013
Payne, 753-5750.
BRICK Ranch 3 BR, 11
/
2
bath, large Great
Room, formal living
and dining room__A1N3
eat-in kitchen, central
air and heat. Utilities
very reasonable, Nice
home with possible
income. 1626 Hamilton.
436-5479 or 753-1342.
¶AKEover
PAYMENTS on this
1983 doublewide mobile home located South of
Murray on 641. 1 ac. of
land, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, living rm., den,
dining rm., kit., ulty
rm. 1 car garage. For
more information call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.

1976 CHEVY, Silverado,
350 automatic, tilt,
A/C. AM/FM cassette. 78,000 miles. Excellent condition. $3000
firm. Call 753-2208.
1977 CHEVIt Van, V-8automatic, new radials,
new battery, new
alternator, runs good.
Make offer. 436-2906.
1979 FORD Econoline
Van 15 pass. Super
Wagon, double heat and
air, new tires, good
condition. $4,000. 7535354.
•
2 BR house, near hospital, no pets, deposit'
required. $225/month.
759-1337 after 4p.m.

•

r

HER

ON HER

„
SAVE BY USING
ROUGH OAK & POPLAR

53. Services Offered
49. Used Cars
1958 -CHEVY Impala 2
door Sports Coupe; 283
Aluminum and Vinyl
V-8. automatic, p.s..
siding and Aluminum
fender skirts, . coral
trim for all haus*. It
color, restored inside
stops painting.
and out. 87,x1o( actual
Jack Glover
miles. $4,590. 753-0770.
1987 JAGUAR XKE
753-1873 Coupe, rebuilt engine,
new tires, excellent
condition. $9,500. Phone APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore,
753-6323 after 5p.m.
Westinghouse,
1974 OLDS 98, 47,200
Whirlpool. 21 years
actual miles, good conexperience. Parts and
dition. Call 753-8384.
service. Bobby Hopper,'
1976 OLDS Cutlass Wa- Bob's
Appliance Sergon, $750. 1982 Olds
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Cutlass Sedan, $7,500.
7 5 3 4 8 7 2, 7 5 3 8 8 8 6
Call 753-4186 after 5p.m.
(home).
-1977--OLDS- C-trtl a ss
'B L 6( ffuirding ,
Salon, 2 dr., good clean
basements, garages,
car, runs good. 474-2374.
footing, floors, drive1978 DATSUN - B210, ways.
Also brick work,
$1,200. Call 753-9479 or large
or small jobs. 24
759-1509.
years experience. 7531978 MERCURY Zephyr 5.176.
Sport Coupe Z7, 6
BULL Dosing Back
. cylinder automatic,
Hole and septic tank
power and air. AM-FM
work. 354-8161 after
stereo, 54,xxx actual
miles, $2,800. 753-0565 or 8p.m. or 354-8138 or
437-4533.489-2125.
1979 BLACK and silver BURGESS Water Wells.
Trans Am, automatic, .Well Drilling. Home;
t-top, AM-FM cassette, Farm, Irrigation. Pump
cruise control, 46,xxx sales and service.
actual miles. 753-6244 Irrigation equipment.
Free estimates.
after 5 .m.
1980 CHEVY Chevette, 2 247-6658.
DR Sedan Hatchback, CALL Keith The Yard
$2.500. 753-0565 or 489- Man, 759-9790 for your
lawn cutting needs.
2225:
1981 MUSTANG, AM - CARPENTER -26
FM cassette, sun roof, years exp. Frame or
p.s., p.b. 753-3445 after finish, addition's,
buildings and repairs,
4p.m.
1981 SUBARU DL Wa- interior, exterior.
gon, air, 5 speed, good Farmington, call W.A.
condition, $4,500. 436- 345-202.4.
FENCE sales at Sears
2165.
1981 TOYOTA Corolla. 2 now. Call Sears /53-2310
BR, air, automatic, p.s.. for free estimate for
p.b., AM-FM steeo, new yqur needs.
•
steel belt radial tires, GtNERA,L HOME
excellent condition. 901- REPAIR. 15 years ex232-8212; Paris Landing fierience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
area,
1982 EXP., 4 speed, roofing, sliding. NO
cruise, air, p.s., plb., JOB TO SMALL. Free
AM/FM. 'Best offer. estimates. ,Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
762-4384.
1983 MONTE Carlo, tUTTERING by Sears.
loaded, t-top, sharp. Sears continuous gutCall 753-8787 from 7:30- ters installed for your
4:30. 753-6078 after specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
5p.m
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
1984 Camaro, by
Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
like new, with
high heating and cool3,700
miles.
ing bills. Call Sears
Automatic
75.3 2 3 1 0 for free
Transmission, p.s..
estimates.
p.b., air cond.,
JOE (Sonney) McKinney Appliance Service.
power :windows,
- All makes and models.
etc. Only 59.475.
(Authorized Service on
Mont6omery Ward Appliances).- Located at George Hodge and Son
Used Furniture Store..
753-8505.
LAWN Mower and tiller
repair. 3 miles South on
50. Used Trucks
121. See Wayne Ken
1981 FORD KT 2 ton W i Ison,35315066. _
Cheyrolet, 100 cc
motorcycle. Trade 436We can t.qpy vallt
5806.
family
•old
.1974 095 GMC with 20 ft
photographs while
Van bed, clean wijh al you wait You ran
good tires. Will sell with
take the original up
Or Without bed, Also •
hack home
1478 Ford Van 250 3/4,IARTER STUDIO al
SO
ton, runs good. Priced
to sell. 882-2352

ALL SALES CASH

/40 LIMIT

759-1089

•
Industrial Road

Print Your Copy Here For Mother's Day Greeting
Cost Is Shown On Last Line Used.
Mail so that it reaches us no later than May 10.
Your message will ofppear on May 12. Mail coupon and
check or money order to:
•

$3.25 Yogi Nome
$4.50 "c."""
SS•SO Phone
4
,
The Ledgeri Times
Classified Advertising Deportment

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Kentucky 42071
*

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

911
TROUBLES
If it's with wel
pumps, plumbi
or electric, then
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licunsed with 26

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

years experience.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Answering servic
provided.

753-6952

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

packages the easy

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alsonsinune and Vinyl
Wine, Cestom trio
work. References.
Cell WIN Ed Bailey,
1531619.

Send

your

.COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES

Thia tharmral Illethit and earHaw dealer ter mhos and ear.
-aim hi wormy sod Cell•••sy
tommity 102 Owastroot.

Downtown
Court Squpre

753-7499*

753-8181

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
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Hp C Chernney
Covers Bird
Screens
10% Discouni
I .On Any
IChimney Swim
During Apri

Chim Chim
753-3445

Estimates
Vibro Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5127

•
•
...:''

.
-1
1,--_--.1.• ---r.-_'-.
-'-- - ----,

Poison

Free

Ow.

- A

Police
911

762-4792

,
w01/..
Use our convent
service. We accept
UPS packages for
Viprtient.

•

T...".10--011•••1114,...11‘

State

$6.50
$7.50

•

Mi.itay, KY

13th

Mother's Day Greeting

Parker Ford, Inc.
701 Main St.
Murray, Ky.
753-5273

BAILEY'S FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY

DAY-MA Y

Surprise mom this year! Tell her what she
means to- you in a Mother's Day Greeting.

F_

---

PALiE El

Control
753-758W

-4

-.4,-4.•
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John 0. Pasco dies at home Mrs. Freda Davis, 53, dies
°

Lt. Col. (ret.) John
Offs Paseo;73, 306 North
14th St., died Saturday
at 4:10 a.m. at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Ruth Nall
Pasco, died July 17,
1977.
The Murray man was
a retired director of Occupational Health for
the state of Kentucky.
He was a member of
First Christian Church
having served as an
elder and former chairman of the church

Lt. Col.(ret.)
John Otis Pasco
board. Pasco was prime
mover of the purchase
of the Church Camp,
Kun Ba Ya, and had
served as president of
the Area Men's
Fellowship of the Christian Church.
Pasco received his
B.S. degree at the
University of Kentucky
and his Master's degree
from Texas A & M. He
had been acte in the
District Boy Seout work.
A Kentucky. Colonel,
he was a member of the
National Society and of
the Kentucky Society of
Professional Engineers
and served as capital
chairman of Kentucky
Society.
His membership also
was in the Kentucky
Public Health Association, Reserved Officers
Association of the
United States,-Kentucky
Chapter of Reserved Officers Association and
Kentucky Association of
Retired Military
Personnel.
Born April 2, 1911, in
Central City, he was the

McCreery's
funeral held

•

The funeral for Mrs.
Mavis McCreery was
Saturday at 4p.m. in the
chapel ofSfax Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. R.J. Burpoe officiated. Mrs. -Oneida
White was organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were
W.D. McCuiston, Alston
Norwood, Rex Allbritten, Dan Bell, Charles
Bell and Joe Dick.
Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardena.
Mrs. McCreery, 90,
died Thursday at 5:22
p.m. at Westview Nursing Home.
Survivors include her
husband, George Mcstepdaughter,
Creery
Mrs. Ruth Mitchum;
two stepsons, Lester
McCreery and Harold
McCreery; one sister,
Mrs. Lula Allbritten.

Paschall's
rites held
_

The funeral for Mrs.
Margie Paschall was
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The
Rev. R.J. Burpoe officiated. Mrs. Oneida
White was organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were
Paul Lassiter, Robert
Lassiter, Marvin
Lassiter, Gerald
Paschall, Carl Dalton
and Dewey Hall.
Burial was in the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mrs. Paschall, 80, 503
South Eighth St., died
Thursday at 1:15 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway Counfty Hospital.
-She was the widow of
Cratic Paschall.

son of the late Perley
Chester Pasco and Emma Jane Humphrey
Pasco.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Patricia
Pasco Jones, Akron,
Ohio; four sons, John
Otis Pasco, Jr., and Dr.
William Nall Pasco,
Murray, James Humphrey Pasco, Lexington,
and Thomas Steven
Pasco, Lincoln, Neb.;
two grandchildren,John
Otis Pasco III and Tiffany Elizabeth Pasco.
Seven surviving
sisters are Mrs. Geneva
Hendricks, Central City,
Mrs. Mary °Claunch,
Daytona Beach, Fla.,
Mrs. Laura Riggins,
Birmingham, Ala., Mrs.
Louise Witters,
-Hamilton, -Ohio, -Mrs.
Henrietta Boris, Fort
Worth, Texas, and Mrs.
Helene Howell and Mrs.
Carol Williams, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Two surviving
brothers are Ed Pasco,
Beaver Dam, and Ted
Pasco, Rockport, Ind.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p,m. at the
First Christian Church.
Dr. David C. Roos will
officiate. Music will be
by the Church Choir
with Margaret Boone as
director and Maxine
Clark as organist.
Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens with arrangements by the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home where
friends may call until
the funeral hour.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to the
Memorial Fund in
memory of John 0.
Pasco at First Christian
Church.

Rites Sunday
at chapel for
Mr. Beaman
Final'rites for Wavel
Reid Beaman were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. C.J.
Dexter officiated. Gus
Robertson, Jr., was
soloist with Richard
Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were
Greg King, Steve King,
David Beane, Timmy.
Beane, Terry Beane and
Darrell Beane.
Burial was in the West
Fork Cemetery.
Mr. Beaman, 77, died
Thursday at St. Joseph
East Hospital, Mt.
Clemens, Mich.
Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Zela Cunningham Beaman; one
daughter, Mrs. John
Brammell; one brother,
Clyde Beaman; one
granddaughter, Mrs.
Brenda Rallis; three
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Freda Davis, 53,
Rt. 2, Hazel, died &dun
day at 5:43 p.m. at her
home. Her death followed an extended illness.
The deceased had
been employed as a
nurses aide at the
Westview Nursing
Home. She was a
member of the Green
Plain Chureh of Christ.

Hudson Smith
dies Sunday
Hudson Smith 79, Rt.
3, Murray, died Sunday
at 8:19 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
A retired employee of
the Murray Bait Co., he
was a member of Bethel
United Methodist
Church and of Woodmen
of the World.
Born July 25, 1904, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Richard Smith and'Allie
Belcher Smith.
Mr. Smith is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Eulala
Chapman Smith, to
whom he was married
on July 4, 1925; two
daughters, Mrs.
Herbert (Geraldine)
Dean, -Ormond Beach,
Fla., and Mrs. Short
(Pattie) Futrell, Mt.
Prospect, Ill.
Three surviving
granddaughters are
Mrs, Sharon Giddons,
Florida, Mrs. Cindy
Magnuson and Mrs.
Cathy Maniora, Buffalo
Grove, Ill. Six greatgrandchildren also
-survive.
Services will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home.
The Rev. Dean
Woodard and the Rev.
Julian Warren will
officiate.
-Burial will follow in
the Scotts Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
5 : 3 0 p.m. today
(Monday).

Services held
for Mrs. Davis
Services for Mrs.
Dorothy Flippo Davis
were Saturday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Eddie
Young officiated and
Mrs. Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were
Ronnie Lane, David
Lane, Frank Ahart,
Naldie Washburn and
Paul Jackson.
Burial wasin the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mrs. Davis, 64, Rt. 3,
Paducah, died Wednesday at her home.
She is survived by her
husband, Shady Davis,
Jr.; sister, Mrs. Jessie
Cherry Winkler;
brother, Bill Flippo.

Born Sept. 12, 1930, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of
Ovie Adams White and
the late Earlie White.
Survivors are her
mother, Mrs. White,
daughter, Sharon Davis,
son, Nicholas Davis,
sister, Mrs. Vesta
(Basile) Shelton, and
brother, Jerry White, all
of Rt. 2, Hazel; a friend,
Orinn Inman.
The funeral is today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock.Coleman
Funeral Home.
The Rev. James
Garland and John Dale
are officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers are 0.D.
CHARTER MEMBERSOF PHI DELTA KAPPA -Several chapter members of the Murray State
Parrish, Charles Enoch,
University chapter of Phi Delta Kappa professional education fraternity returned to the campus on
Herman Roach, -BillyApril 28 for a meeting held in conjunction with the inauguration of Dr. Kala M. Stroup as the seventh
Bruce Wilson, Tommy
president of Murray State. Charter members honored at the get-together included: (from left, front)
Paschall and Pete
John E. Fortin, Murray; Ben K. Lane, Providence; J.D. Rayburn, Murray; and (back) Eli Alexander
Rhodes.
and Robert Jeffrey, both of Murray; James C. Whitledge, Dixon; and Roy A. Weatherly, Murray. The
Burial will follow in
chapter at Murray State was established in June 1969.
the green, Plain
Cemetery.

Church needs sponsors Hog market
ATLANTA (AP ) Need for American
church sponsors- for
refugees is at a critical
high, saysnelbert Fann
of the Southern Baptist
resettlement office.
Similar pleas have
come from other
denominational leaders.
Meanwhile, in
Washington, D.C., 19
Protestant, Roman
Catholic and Jewish

Stock Market
COMMISSIONED AS COLONEL - Lt. Col, Darrell McFerron was promoted to the rank of full
colonel in the U.S. Army this week at Murray
State University. McFerron was commissioned
by Col. James D. Treadway, representing the
2nd ROTC office at Fort Knox. McFerron has
served as professor of military science at MSU
for two years. He will be resigning this position
to serve as senior active Army advisor to the
Missouri adjutant general's office at Jefferson
City. Assisting with the pinning of McFerron's
eagles was his wife, Karin, and father, C.B.
McFerron from Joplin, Mo. McFerron's
children, John and Molly, as well as many
friends and associates attended the ceremony in
honor of his promotion. McFerron was first commissioned officer into the U.S. Army 22 years
ago.
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SPECIAL
Corn Austin Has The Special
Look For That Special Mother

699-.49'980 1 770

We Have Pants, Sweaters, Linen
Silk Blouses, Dresses and Other
Coordinated Groups That Will Make
Your Mom Feel & Look Special
Shop For Your Mom At
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Downtown-Murray

Corn Austin

Rtgfoot Wieners 12 Oz. 894

Reelfoot Bacon 12 Oz. $1.29

Turner

Smuckers
Grape

Yellow

Buttermilk

Onions

/
1
2 Gal.

Jelly

3 Lb. Bag

Dawn

,

12 Oz.

2 Lb. Jar

Turner Milk Gal. $2.19
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Red Potatoes 10 Lb. $1.69

Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Coca-cola,
or Diet Pepsi
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8 Pk. 16 Oz.

Diet Pepsi

$ 1 59 $ 1 79
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Vederal.State Market NYWS Servii
Monday. May 7, 1964
Kentucky Purchase Area Bog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts ihict 1.133 Est 350 Barrows
ai Gilts 25 lou-r Sows sttim1Y. 50
higher
t.'S 1-2 210-240 11,s._
$47 25.47-.75
IS 2 200.210 lbs
$46 25 47 27,
l'S 22111-250 lbs
$411 75 41) 25
IS 2.3 250-270 lbs
• (45 75 4), 75
Sows
I'S 1.2 270-350 lbs
139 00 41 1/0
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
$41114)/47 1141
liS 1-3 450-500 lbs
$42 511 44 1141
IS 1-3.500-650 lbs
$43 51146 Ml
I 'S 2.3 300.500 lbs
$311141 411 i141
Boars $34.-35

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

^

Stionlr,

report listed

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

-.4

1010.

leaders urged Congress
to halt deportation of un,
documented Salvadoran
refugees from the
United States, as proposed in pending
legislation.
It would suspend such
deportations for up to
three years while the
Reagan administration
studies dangers the
refugees face when they
are returned home.
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